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Abstract 
This study examined the effect of shame and 
gender on the concept of God, as measured by the 
Internalized Shame Scale and the Gorsuch Adjective 
Rating of God Scale, among Christian college-aged 
students at George Fox College. A total of 410 
participants were randomly selected from the student 
population (190 male and 220 female) and sent the 
survey questionnaire through the campus mail. 
The results, which were statistically analyzed 
using a two-way (2X3) ANOVA, demonstrated no 
significant main effects for shame or gender on each of 
the concept of God subscales. In addition, there was 
no significant interaction effect between shame and 
gender on each of the five concept of God subscales. 
iv 
Although this study did not yield statistically 
significant results, it was viewed as a positive step 
toward determining significant differences on each of 
the five concept of God subscales of the Gorsuch 
Adjective Rating of God Scale with respect to different 
levels shame and gender among Christian college-aged 
students and possibly within different populations as 
well. It was assumed that the results of this research 
effort would facilitate the process of obtaining a 
better understanding of the distortions in the concept 
of God that individuals can develop as a result of the 
presence of shame. The most valuable contribution of 
this study was seen as the development of a foundation 
upon which future research can be built. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
According to the biblical account of creation, 
human beings were created in the image of God (Gen. 
1:27). As created beings in relationship to one 
another and to God, it was natural for them to freely 
enjoy loving fellowship with one another and with God 
(Gen. 1-2). At a certain point in time, however, an 
event in history which theologians have classically 
referred to as the "Fall" took place in which the first 
human beings disobeyed God (Gen. 3), resulting in a 
broken relationship with God (Hoekema, 1986; Hughes, 
1989; McDonald, 1981). 
As a consequence of the Fall the human race has 
inherited a natural tendency to disobey God (Rom. 
3:23; Eph. 2:3). The expressions of this tendency, 
which include hatred, discord, lying, coveting, 
stealing, sexual immorality, impurity, and witchcraft, 
are all contrary to the character and nature of God and 
His laws (Rom. 5:12-13; Gal. 5:16-26). As a result, 
the history of humanity has been plagued with the 
heartache of human atrocity and brutality on an 
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individual level, as well as wars between tribes and 
nations (Erickson, 1983; Hughes, 1989). 
Since the first sin was committed which resulted 
in the fall of humanity, the human race has been 
plagued by the profound reality of a broken 
relationship with God. This separation resulted in 
negative feelings of guilt, fear, and shame (Gen. 3:8-
10). Shame can be particularly unhealthy and 
destructive because people can be bound by shame to 
such an extent that their whole identity becomes 
determined by it (Fossum & Mason, 1986; Kaufman, 1985). 
God originally designed human beings to experience a 
full range of emotions, including negative emotions; 
but at the Fall, they became distorted and excessive, 
and therefore destructive to human development and 
well-being (Gen. 1:31). 
When considering the impact of the Fall and 
toxic/unhealthy shame on human beings, an important 
area to explore is the way in which the presence of 
toxic shame adversely influences family relationships, 
particularly the relationship between parents and their 
children (Fish, 1991; Kaufman, 1989; Rank, 1990; 
Wilson, 1990; Wright, 1989). When shame is projected 
onto children by their parents it profoundly impacts 
their personal development as human beings, their 
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concept of the world, people, relationships, and 
ultimately their concept of God (Heinrichs, 1982; 
Parker & St. Johns, 1957; Rank, 1990; Wilson, 1990). 
The way in which people conceive of God has a 
profound effect on the way that they see themselves and 
how they interact with others (McDowell, 1984; Parker & 
St. Johns, 1957) . A negative concept of God could 
effectively prevent them from ever learning to enjoy 
the loving, intimate, and satisfying personal 
relationship with God that they were meant to 
experience as created in the image of God (Parker & st. 
Johns, 1957; Phillips, 1961; Rank, 1990; Wright, 1989). 
Within a Judea-Christian world view, a negative concept 
of God can also have eternal consequences (Gen. 2:17; 
Deut. 24:16; James 1:15; Rom. 6:23). This line of 
reasoning generated the desire to study the impact 
shame has on the development of a concept of God among 
male and female Christian college-aged students. It is 
hoped that this study has facilitated a better 
understanding of the distortions in the concept of God 
that an individual can develop in order to aid 
clinicians in the formulation of effective treatment. 
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Problem 
The purpose of this study was to pursue three 
questions: (a) Does shame, as measured by the 
Internalized Shame Scale, make a significant difference 
in a Christian college-aged student's concept of God, 
as measured by the Adjective Rating of God Scale? More 
specifically, does the score on each of the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale's five subscales significantly 
differ among students with low, moderate, or high 
levels of shame?; (b) Does gender make a significant 
difference in a Christian college-aged student's 
concept of God, as measured by the Adjective Rating of 
God Scale? More specifically, does the score on each 
of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five subscales 
significantly differ among male and female students?; 
(c) Does shame, as measured by the Internalized Shame 
Scale, significantly interact with gender in a 
Christian college-aged student's concept of God, as 
measured by the Adjective Rating of God Scale? More 
specifically, does the score on each of the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale's five subscales demonstrate a 
significant interaction between shame (low, moderate, 
or high) and gender (male and female) among students? 
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Theoretical and Historical Framework 
This section is devoted to providing a theoretical 
framework for understanding the nature of human beings 
as made in the image of God by attempting to define the 
concept of "image of God" from an historical 
perspective. This framework provides the basis for 
understanding people as relational beings, the origin 
of shame, its impact on the relationship of self to 
others, and its impact on the development of one's 
c:;oncept of God. 
Toward this end, the three classical theological 
definitions of the concept of "image of God" 
(structural, functional, and relational) are presented. 
This is followed by a study of this concept as it is 
expressed in the teaching of Scripture and in light of 
its historical and cultural context. This includes an 
overview of this concept, beginning at Creation and 
culminating in the Fall, when unhealthy shame 
originated. The presentation of this theoretical 
framework is followed by a review of the literature 
pertaining to shame, gender, and concept of God. 
Image of God 
Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, in 
our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of 
the sea and the birds of the air, over the 
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livestock, over all the earth, and over all the 
creatures that move along the ground." So God 
created man in His own image, in the image of God 
He created him; male and female He created them. 
(Gen. 1: 26-27) 
On the sixth day of creation God made humans (male 
and female) in His own image, thereby distinguishing 
humans from all other created beings. Throughout 
history there have been many attempts to define the 
concept of imago Dei (image of God). Overall, there 
are three main traditional views or definitions of 
"image of God." 
The first view, the substantive view, which has 
also been called the structural view, has been the 
dominant view throughout most of history (Erickson, 
1983). The main thrust of this view is that the image 
of God is seen as a definite quality or characteristic 
(spiritual or psychological), inherent within human 
beings (e.g., reason). This view has been held by 
Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, and John 
Calvin among others (Erickson, 1983). This view holds 
that the substance of humans is composed of the 
communicable finite aspects of God's infinite 
attributes (e.g., eternal spirit, transcendent, self-
existing, self-sustaining, infinite, omnipresent, 
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omniscient, omnipotent, all-wise, immutable, creative, 
holy, immanent, righteous, good, kind, just, morally 
pure, merciful, loving, true, personal, relational, 
triune nature, possessing intellect, emotion, and 
volition). This is to say that humanity has within it 
the very attributes of God, but in finite form (e.g., 
personality, creativity, goodness, spirituality, and 
love) (Erickson, 1983; Hoekema, 1986). 
The second view, the relational view, sees the 
image of God not as something that is inherent within 
the nature of human beings, but in contrast, sees it as 
the experiencing of a relationship. A person is in the 
image of God by virtue of being in relationship with 
God and other people (Erickson, 1983; Vanderploeg, 
198la, 198lb; White, 1984). A proponent of this view, 
Emil Brunner (1953) distinguished between a "formal 
image," which is the capacity for love, and a "material 
image," which is the expression of genuine love for God 
and for others. In addition, G. C. Berkouwer (1962) 
saw relationship with God as the image of God, in that 
only human beings could communicate and be united to 
God. In this view the image of God is considered 
universal. That is to say image of God is present in 
sinful humans, since there is no way to completely 
negate dependence or relationship with God. 
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The third view, the functional view, sees image of 
God, neither as something inherent within human beings, 
nor as the experiencing of relationship with God or 
with other humans. Instead, image of God is seen as 
something that people do. It is a function that is 
fulfilled. This is seen particularly as fulfilling 
God's command to exercise dominion and rulership over 
the earth (Gen. 1:26-30). "As God is the Lord over all 
of creation, [humans reflect] the image of God by 
exercising dominion over the rest of the creation. The 
image of God is actually an image of God as Lord" 
(Erickson, 1983, p. 509). 
In order to better understand what image of God 
is, it would be helpful to consider what the commonly 
accepted understanding of image of God was in the 
Ancient Near East at the time that the book of Genesis 
was written (Clines, 1968). The Ancient Near East 
understanding of image of God was composed of three 
main concepts. The first was the concept of image of 
God in reference to a human being as a dwelling place 
of god(s). This person was understood to be infused 
with a divine breath, fluid, fire, or spirit of god(s), 
which made that person the image. Secondly, it 
referred to such a person as having special power and 
authority to act on the god's behalf on Earth (i.e., as 
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a vice-regent). Thirdly, it referred to this human 
being generally as high-ranking and usually as a king. 
This understanding of image of God is demonstrated in 
Genesis as human beings filled with divine Spirit are 
considered to be made in the image of God (Gen. 2:7) 
(relating to God's nature, character, essence). As 
such, they are given power and authority to act as 
God's representatives on Earth (i.e., as vice-regents). 
since all men and women are equally created in the 
image of God (Gen. 1:27), it can be understood that the 
responsibility to rule the earth as God's 
representatives is inclusive of all people. From the 
Ancient Near East conceptualization of image of God, it 
is also indicated that image of God is defined in terms 
of structure and function. This is to say that the 
spirit of God indwells the person structurally, which 
enables the person to function as a representative of 
God and as a ruler of the earth (Clines, 1968). 
In summary, each of the above views (structural, 
relational, functional, and Ancient Near East) have 
something worthwhile to contribute to an understanding 
of what image of God is, and therefore give insight 
into the true nature of human beings. As made in the 
image of God, men and women have tremendous value. 
They were given the structural components, such as the 
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qualities and powers of personality (the ability to 
think, feel, act, and relate). They were also given 
the communicable attributes of God (goodness, love, 
spirituality, etc.). Thus, humans reflect God's 
attributes in order to function as God's representative 
rulers on Earth in right and loving relationships to 
God, others, and creation (Hoekema, 1986; McDonald, 
1981) . 
Although created in the image of God, people are 
still finite and dependent beings whose true 
satisfaction in life comes from being in relationship 
to a personal God who is infinite (Erickson, 1983; 
Hughes, 1989; McDonald, 1981). Since this is essential 
to God's design and purpose for human existence, people 
were created with an innate need for satisfying 
personal relationships (Underwood, 1986; White, 1984). 
It is only when people live according to God's original 
design and intention to image God on Earth, that they 
are able to fulfill their true purpose for living and 
are most fully human (Vanderploeg, 1981a). 
Image of God and Creation 
In Scripture it appears that God first consulted 
or deliberated with "others" or within Himself before 
finally announcing His intention to create humans (male 
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and female) in His image: "Let us make man according 
to our likeness" (Gen. 1:26). Along with this idea, 
God decided that men and women in His image would also 
multiply and have dominion over the earth and over all 
of the animals, birds, and aquatic life (Gen. 1:26). 
The original Hebrew language uses parallelism in 
structure which makes it clear that the terms "image" 
and "likeness" in Genesis are essentially the same. 
This indicates that people are like God (i.e., image 
Him, are representations of God and are like Him in a 
number of ways). Humanity's exercise of dominion over 
all the earth and everything on it is one way in which 
people are like God. To be like God means that people 
are meant to represent God as His rulers or vice-
regents, which is expressed by properly caring for and 
cultivating the earth (Gen. 2:15). In Genesis 1:31, 
God expressed His pleasure with everything that He had 
made declaring it (including people created in His 
image) to be "very good." 
At the time that Adam and Eve were created, they 
were absolutely sinless, walking in their integrity, 
functioning just as they were meant to function within 
three basic relationships: human to God, human to 
human, and human to the created order. Their lives 
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were characterized by love, harmony, and peace: "The 
man and his wife were both naked, and they felt no 
shame" (Gen. 2 : 2 5) . 
At their creation, God had given people as created 
in His image certain endowments, gifts, and capacities 
that enabled them to function as they should within 
their relationships. These endowments include the 
power to think, feel, choose, distinguish between right 
and wrong, relate to people and to God, make decisions, 
and appreciate beauty (Erickson, 1983). In all of 
these ways, Adam and Eve were like God. However, all 
of these gifts were given so that men and women could 
properly function in harmony with God's will for them. 
In other words, structure is subordinate and secondary 
to function, which is primary in terms of God's 
intention that people would image Hirn by accomplishing 
His will. This does not minimize the importance of 
structure in that it is required for proper functioning 
(Hoekerna, 1986). 
originally, Adam and Eve lived in perfect 
obedience to God's will, functioning rightly, and 
living responsibly within the relationships that God 
had given them. However, to understand more fully how 
humans in the image of God were meant to function, it 
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would be useful to look at the perfect image of God in 
the life of Jesus, who is the ''image of the invisible 
God'' (Col. 1 : 15; 2 Cor. 4:4; cf. Heb. 1:1-4; John 1:1-
18; Phil. 2:5-11). 
The most outstanding characteristic visible in the 
life of Jesus was His love for God and humanity, in 
addition to His demonstration of power and authority 
over creation. At all times Jesus was wholly directed 
in love toward God His Father (John 4:34; Matt. 26:39) 
and wholly directed in love toward His neighbor. He 
sought to seek and save those who needed Him (Luke 
19:10), and sought to serve others (Mark 10:45), even 
to the point of laying down His life for His friends 
(John 15:13). In everything that Jesus did, He 
revealed His Father's love. 
As God incarnate, the Supreme Ruler and Creator of 
the universe (Col. 1:14-20; 2 Cor. 4:5; Heb. 1:2-4; 
Phil. 2:9-11), Jesus demonstrated His rulership and 
dominion over nature, as recorded in the Gospels, 
through healing people of disease, walking on water, 
calming a storm, driving out demons, changing water 
into wine, and raising the dead to life. Through His 
earthly life and ministry, Jesus demonstrated a clear 
portrait of how men and women created in the image of 
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God were meant to function in their relationships 
(except that the human capacity for power over nature 
would be more limited than the power Jesus demonstrated 
since people are not God) . Considering the life of 
Jesus as the perfect expression of God's image, one can 
conclude that, prior to the Fall, Adam and Eve 
functioned sinlessly and obediently as Jesus did by 
worshiping, loving, and serving God, by loving and 
serving each other, and by properly caring for and 
ruling the created order. 
Image of God & the Fall--The Origin of Toxic Shame 
As originally created, Adam and Eve were whole and 
fulfilled, living in perfect harmony within themselves, 
in their relationships with one another, and with God. 
They had one weakness, however, and that was the 
ability to sin and disobey God. Adam and Eve did not 
remain obedient to God. Instead, they disobeyed God by 
eating of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, 
and experienced spiritual death. Thereby, they plunged 
all of mankind into a sinful, fallen state (Gen. 2:16-
17). It is at the Fall that the origin and the first 
mention of the emotion of shame occurs as Adam and Eve 
attempt to hide themselves from God in the garden after 
eating from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil: 
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"I heard the sound of Thee in the garden, and I was 
afraid because I was naked; so I hid myself" (Gen. 
3: 10) . 
Through the Fall, the image of God in Adam and Eve 
became tarnished and distorted by sin; but it still 
remained (Gen. 5:1-3; 9:6; 1 Cor. 11:6-10; James 3:8-
10). For example, in James 3, it can be concluded that 
the image of God still remains even after the Fall as 
demonstrated by the fact that it is a contradiction for 
people to praise God and curse another human being, 
since people are made in God's likeness. This is why 
God is offended if people curse other people, even 
though they may praise God. 
Human beings were created with tremendous value 
and dignity as created in the image of God, the apex of 
God's creative work. This truth is demonstrated 
further after the Fall by virtue of the God-ordained 
death sentence for the taking of a person's life by 
another (Gen. 9:1-7). The death sentence as capital 
punishment is ordained because of the heinousness in 
God's sight of the crime of killing a human being 
created in God's image (Gen. 9:6). The value ascribed 
to humanity as created in the image of God is also 
described in Psalm 8 where it states that God cares for 
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and created human beings "a little lower than God and 
crowned [humanity] with glory and majesty ... to rule 
over the work of His hands" (v. 3-8). 
Upon disobeying God, Adam and Eve no longer 
reflected God's perfect moral character. People were 
no longer properly loving toward God, but instead, 
began to worship idols while living in revolt and in 
defiance of God. At this point, human beings became 
selfish, manipulative, exploitative, and hateful toward 
other people, willing to steal, brutalize, and murder 
to get what they want. In addition, instead of caring 
for and cultivating the world, people have often used 
their dominion over the earth to exploit it for its 
natural resources while giving no thought to the fact 
that they were given dominion as a blessing and 
responsibility which would bring glory to God. In all 
of these ways, people have been malfunctioning since 
the Fall, which was the origin of toxic (unhealthy) 
shame in human history. 
Literature Review 
This section includes an investigation of the 
subjects of shame, gender, and concept of God. To 
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date, there are no empirical studies on the effect of 
shame on concept of God. This research project 
represents an initial attempt to empirically measure 
the effect of shame on concept of God. Therefore, this 
section contains an overview of the current theoretical 
writings on the subject of shame. This is followed by 
the rationale for studying the effect of gender on 
concept of God, and by a review of the theories and 
research on concept of God. 
Shame 
Shame has often been misunderstood and ignored as 
a subject in contemporary society due to the fact that 
people have ironically been too ashamed to talk about 
it. Not only has this subject been taboo in 
contemporary society, but until recently with the rise 
of addictive, abusive, and eating disorders in which 
shame plays a central role, there has not been adequate 
language to accurately perceive, or meaningfully 
describe this elusive affect (Kaufman, 1989). 
Shame can be healthy and have positive effects 
depending on its frequency, intensity, duration, 
consequences, and remedies (Kaufman, 1989); or toxic 
and unhealthy (Martin, 1990; Wilson, 1990). Healthy 
shame, which plays a vital role in the development of 
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conscience, is constructive in that it alerts people to 
social misconduct or any affront to human dignity, 
which in turn motivates necessary self-correction 
(Fish, 1991; Kaufman, 1989). According to Kaufman 
(1989), healthy shame also plays a vital role in the 
development of individual identity as a person 
struggles with this painful and alienating affect. 
Shame is described as a crucible wherein answers to the 
questions of "Who am I?" and "Where do I belong?" are 
forged (Kaufman, 1989). 
The affect of healthy shame, which was probably 
present before the Fall, can be experienced as the 
feeling of embarrassment that people have when they 
come face to face with human finiteness, limitation, 
and normal human failure. For example, a person can be 
caught off guard in an embarrassing situation, being 
exposed when not ready to be exposed, or a person may 
experience a moment of unexpected clumsiness or a 
breach of etiquette. In these situations, healthy 
shame can be experienced. Healthy shame can also be 
experienced as shyness, which serves to protect a 
person from the threat of the unknown. It serves as a 
boundary, which guards a person's inner core in the 
presence of a stranger (Bradshaw, 1988b). Therefore, 
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this type of healthy shame indicates a person's need as 
a limited human being for relationships with others, 
social life, and community as well as a need for 
continual growth as an individual. It also serves as a 
motivational source of creativity and learning (Potter-
Efron & Potter-Efron, 1989). 
In contrast to healthy shame, unhealthy/toxic 
shame is shame that has been personally internalized 
and adopted as an identity. This causes such an 
individual to feel painfully inferior and inadequate as 
a person (Kaufman, 1985, 1989). According to Fossum 
and Mason (1986): 
Shame is an inner sense of being completely 
diminished or insufficient as a person. It is the 
self judging the self. A moment of shame may be 
humiliation so painful or an indignity so profound 
that one feels one has been robbed of her or his 
dignity or exposed as basically inadequate, bad, 
or worthy of rejection. A pervasive sense of 
shame is the ongoing premise that one is 
fundamentally bad, inadequate, defective as a 
person. (p. 5) 
Shame, which may be a reaction to intrapsychic or 
external events, is felt as an affect of loss, defeat, 
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inferiority, or alienation that is always accompanied 
by tremendous inner pain. According to Tomkins (1963): 
Shame is the affect of indignity, of defeat, of 
transgression and of alienation . . . shame is 
felt as an inner torment, a sickness of the soul. 
It does not matter whether the humiliated one has 
been shamed by derisive laughter or whether he 
mocks himself. In either event he feels himself 
naked, defeated, alienated, lacking in dignity or 
worth. (p. 118) 
People experiencing the feeling of shame believe 
that others see them as somehow defective, foolish, or 
deficient. The intense feeling of exposure causes 
painful self-consciousness and a binding effect on the 
self which is considered one of the major components of 
shame. As Kaufman (1985) states: 
To feel shame is to feel seen in a painfully 
diminished sense. The self feels exposed both to 
itself and to any one else present. It is this 
sudden unexpected feeling of exposure and 
accompanying self-consciousness that characterize 
the essential nature of shame. Feeling exposed 
opens the self to painful inner scrutiny. It is 
as though the eyes inexplicably turn inward. We 
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are suddenly watching ourselves, scrutinizing 
critically the minutest detail of our being. The 
excruciating observation of the self which 
results, this torment of self-consciousness, 
becomes so acute as to create a binding, almost 
paralyzing effect upon the self. (p. 8) 
In addition, feeling shame does not require that 
an individual has actually done anything morally wrong. 
One view is that toxic shame is an acquired identity 
that is more concerned with "being" than "doing" 
(Bradshaw, 1988b). People with shame-based identities 
will say to themselves statements like, "I am no good, 
weak, stupid, weird, or sick" (Potter-Efron & Potter-
Efron, 1989). From this perspective, shame accuses 
individuals of being inadequate as persons and occurs 
when individuals feel less than what they think they 
should be. Shame is felt when people feel that they 
have fallen short of some standard set up to measure 
their worthiness as persons (Fossum & Mason, 1986). In 
another view held by Kaufman (1985, 1989), however, it 
is possible to feel shame about what one does in terms 
of actions and deeds as well as one's being or identity 
as a person. 
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In order to further clarify the concept of 
unhealthy shame, it needs to be distinguished from that 
with which it is commonly confused, the concept of 
guilt. Guilt is another painful emotion which is 
experienced as regret over the actual or perceived 
violation of a personal value. Guilt is experienced 
when people believe they have broken clear and specific 
rules (Stephanie, 1986). In essence, guilt is healthy 
when people feel sorry about their behavior, which in 
effect, affirms their own values. With healthy guilt, 
the possibility of restoration and repair exists; and 
learning, as well as personal growth, are promoted 
(Kurtz, 1981). Like healthy shame, guilt can serve a 
useful and constructive function, because it helps to 
guide people's lives in beneficial ways. This kind of 
guilt is used to improve relationships, live at peace 
with others in society, resolve conflicts or 
difficulties, correct mistakes, and improve 
relationships (Whitfield, 1987). 
When the members of a family communicate with one 
another from a foundation of shame, the family system 
can be described as being shame-based (Potter-Efron & 
Potter-Efron, 1989). Through the interactions within 
shame-based families, toxic shame is passed from 
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generation to generation (Wilson, 1990). In their 
definition of the shame-based family, Fossum and Mason 
(1986) state that this is a family which has: 
a self-sustaining, multigenerational system of 
interaction with a cast of characters who are 
loyal to a set of rules and injunctions demanding 
control, perfectionism, blame and denial. The 
pattern inhibits or defeats the development of 
authentic intimate relationships, promotes secrets 
and vague personal boundaries, unconsciously 
instills shame in the family members, as well as 
chaos in their lives, and binds them to perpetuate 
the shame in themselves and their kin regardless 
of the good intentions, wishes, and love which may 
also be part of the system. (p. 8) 
In the attempt to survive the intense pain 
associated with feeling shame, personal defending 
strategies or scripts are developed and utilized in 
dysfunctional families which motivate and perpetuate 
certain patterns of interaction or "rules" that are 
common to shame-based families (Kaufman, 1989). In 
shame-based families these rules, which are 
fundamentally unhealthy and dysfunctional, serve to 
undermine the development of healthy self-acceptance, 
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respect and healthy relationships among individuals 
(Subby, 1990). According to Fossum and Mason (1986), 
some common rules are: (a) control/manipulate others 
to create a sense of predictability and security; (b) 
blame self or others when something does not happen as 
planned; (c) deny/do not acknowledge feelings to self 
or others, especially feelings of vulnerability (e.g., 
anxiety, fear, grief, loneliness, rejection, neediness, 
caring) ; (d) insulate self against exposure by actively 
keeping others at a distance through the use of rage or 
contempt; (e) strive for power to gain maximum control 
over others to make self less vulnerable to shame; (f) 
withdraw from others; (g) behave with emotional 
unreliability, inconsistency, and unpredictability in 
relationships; (h) fail to achieve completeness in 
family transactions (e.g., disagreements remain 
unresolved for years); (i) maintain secretiveness with 
respect to disrespectful, shameful, abusive, or 
compulsive behavior; and (j) use disqualification and 
denial to disguise it when disrespectful, shameful, 
abusive, or compulsive behavior occurs. 
A major characteristic of shame-based families is 
that they are often ruled with extreme perfectionism. 
In a shame-based family one is either perfect or less 
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than acceptable. Within this system there is no basis 
for repair, restoration, or resolution when a mistake 
is committed. "A strike against you is a strike 
against you forever, which also means that mistakes can 
be brought up to a person years after they were 
committed" (Fossum & Mason, 1986, p. 25). 
In a system functioning on a perfectionistic 
standard, expectations may not be clearly defined or 
consistent, but are felt as a strong sense of "should." 
This has a profoundly negative impact on the children 
growing within the system, because they feel like they 
are a constant disappointment (Fossum & Mason, 1986). 
A sense of perfectionism that has been internalized 
through this type of family interaction will be 
manifest through conscious or unconscious statements 
like, "I must avoid what is feared to be bad, wrong or 
inferior in myself at all costs--look good, and, do or 
be right no matter what in order to feel 
good/worthwhile and protect myself against shame" 
(Fossum & Mason, 1986). Therefore, in contrast to a 
healthy family system which is characterized by 
reliability and security derived from a process of 
dialogue, resolution, and repair when mistakes are made 
concerning family relationships, the perfectionistic 
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family system is characterized by the repeated threat 
or experience of rejection, abandonment, or punishment 
(Fossum & Mason, 1986) . 
Additionally, shame-based families tend to be 
characterized by limited accountability, unclear, 
ambiguous standards, and expectations which result in a 
diminished development of self among members because no 
guidelines exist to give direction for growth (Potter-
Efron & Potter-Efron, 1989). Family members share 
vague, distorted, rigid, or shallow boundary 
definitions which promote the development of immature 
and self-centered personalities. This lack of personal 
development is strongly related to the growth of a 
sense of shame. Individuals within these family 
systems function from the basic premise that they are 
not as good as other people or that they are irrelevant 
as persons (Fossum & Mason, 1986). This diminution of 
personhood makes an individual feel inferior like a 
person who does not have the right to make mistakes or 
claim the privileges of a human being that everyone 
else has (Fish, 1991; Wilson, 1990). 
Children that are raised in shame-based families 
are very often shamed through interactions with their 
parents or adult caretakers. Middelton-Moz (1990) 
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gives many examples of shame-producing interactions 
including: (a) when parents indicate through their 
words and/or behaviors that a child is not wanted, 
which is a message that may be delivered as early as 
infancy by the way the inf ant is held and interacted 
with by the adult caretaker; (b) when a child is 
humiliated in public; (c) when disapproval is shown 
toward the child that is aimed at the child's entire 
being rather than at a particular behavior; (d) when a 
child must hide a part of his or her being in order to 
be accepted (e.g., mistakes, needs, joys, sorrows, 
illness, successes, tears); (e) when a child's 
emotional or physical boundaries are violated, as 
occurs in physical or sexual abuse of an overt or 
covert nature; (f) when children feel that they have no 
privacy; (g) when adults ignore or treat indifferently 
events or gifts that are important to the child (e.g., 
when parents consistently do not attend functions, like 
ball games, that are important to the child); (h) when 
trust in important adult figures is damaged or 
destroyed through inconsistency or neglect; and (i) 
when parents use silent disgust as a way of 
disciplining a child's behavior or when silent 
rejection is used as punishment. 
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These types of interactions with parents create 
internalized scenes of shame. According to Kaufman 
(1989), these scenes profoundly shape the developing 
self by causing it to become bound by shame with 
respect to particular individual affects (e.g., fear 
and anger), drives (e.g., sex and hunger) or 
interpersonal needs (e.g., affirmation and 
differentiation) . If, and when, any of these affects, 
drives, or needs become bound by shame, any 
reoccurrence of a similar scene externally or recreated 
from within will produce shame which causes a 
disturbance in the natural flow of self-functioning. A 
conscious awareness of the shame-bound affect, drive, 
or need may remain; however, particularly intense or 
prolonged experiences of shame which are internalized 
can cause what Kaufman (1989) calls "experiential 
erasure," which he believes is the principle mechanism 
of repression. 
According to Kaufman (1989) shame scenes which 
have been internalized are composed of an affect-belief 
(a cognitive self-appraisal that the self experiences 
with the shame, e.g., "worthless," or "stupid"); an 
internal image of interaction patterns (e.g., being 
blamed for mistakes and behaving the same way toward 
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self in similar situations); and an "internalized 
other" which is a composite of the various scenes that 
have been internalized forming "identification images" 
based on the shaming interactions with either one or 
both parents. This is to say that a person's identity 
or the distinctive patterns of relating to self which 
is composed of particular scripts (e.g., self-blame, 
self-contempt) and is mediated by the identification 
image of the blaming or contemptuous parent which has 
been internalized, becomes negative or shame-based 
(Kaufman, 1989). 
The consequences of children being raised in 
shame-based families are very harmful and are seen as 
dysfunctional symptoms that arise during and after 
childhood. Adults that have been shamed as children 
and have become shame-based often have various 
combinations of such symptoms including: (a) fear of 
vulnerability and fear exposure of self; (b) extreme 
shyness, embarrassment, and feelings of being inferior 
to others; (c) fear of intimacy and the tendency to 
avoid real commitment in relationships; (d) grandiosity 
and self-centeredness; (e) a sense of worthlessness and 
unlovableness; (f) feelings of defensiveness when even 
minor negative feedback is given such that they suffer 
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feelings of severe humiliation if forced to look at 
mistakes or imperfections; (g) blaming others before 
they can be blamed; (h) suffering from debilitating 
guilt such that they apologize constantly, and they 
assume responsibility for the behavior of those around 
them; (i) feeling like outsiders; (j) feeling a 
pervasive sense of loneliness; (k) projecting their 
beliefs about themselves onto others; (1) engaging in 
mind-reading that is not in their favor; (m) 
consistently feeling judged by others; (n) often 
feeling angry and judgmental toward the qualities in 
others of which they feel ashamed in themselves, which 
can lead to shaming others; (o) feeling ugly, flawed, 
and imperfect; (p) feeling controlled from the outside 
as well as from within so normal spontaneous expression 
is blocked; (q) feeling they must do things perfectly 
or not at all which can lead to performance anxiety and 
procrastination; (r) feelings of depression; (s) lying 
to themselves and others; (t) often having caseloads 
rather than friendships; (u) often involving themselves 
in compulsive processing of past interactions and 
' 
events and intellectualization as a defense against 
pain; (v) the tendency to be stuck in dependency or 
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counter-dependency; and (w) have little sense of 
boundaries and feel violated (Middleton-Moz, 1990). 
Additionally, an indication of adults having been 
raised in shame-based families is the blocking of 
feelings of shame through various addictions and 
compulsive behaviors like workaholism, eating 
disorders, and substance abuse (Bradshaw, 1988a; 
Carnes, 1983; Fossum & Mason, 1986; Martin, 1990; 
Wilson, 1990) . Shame and addiction tend to go hand in 
hand like Siamese twins, with one rarely existing 
without the other (Stephanie, 1986). 
These compulsive and addictive behaviors take a 
wide variety of forms ranging from heavy usage of drugs 
(e.g., alcohol, marijuana, or other depressants, 
stimulants, hallucinogens, caffeine, or nicotine) to 
overeating or overworking. When people compulsively 
abuse themselves by abusing drugs, inflicting physical 
pain or injury, overexercising, overworking, or 
starving themselves, shame-based family themes can be 
identified (Fossum & Mason, 1986). Compulsive physical 
abuse can also take the form of abusing others in, or 
related to, the family (e.g., child, wife, or husband 
abuse) . 
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Compulsions can also be related to money and 
material goods as in compulsive gambling, hoarding, 
shopping, and shoplifting. Sexual compulsions include 
use of pornography, compulsive masturbation, 
exhibitionism, voyeurism, affairs, obscene phone calls, 
rape, and incest. A large number of compulsive 
behaviors are also related to food as with anorexia 
nervosa, bulimia, obsessive overeating, and dieting 
(Fossum & Mason, 1986). Ultimately, what all of these 
addictive and compulsive behaviors have in common is 
their negative and destructive nature, especially self-
destruction or other-destruction (Whitfield, 1987). 
In every case of shame-motivated addiction, inner 
emotional needs for intimate relationships, love, 
security, and significance are not being met, which 
leaves an individual feeling empty and in a perpetual 
state of stress. People living a shame-based existence 
are unhappy, tense, and distressed; they feel bad 
and/or numb, like something is missing and that they 
are somehow incomplete (Whitfield, 1987). The 
addictive or compulsive behavior serves the purpose of 
providing a momentary escape from the intense inner 
pain and stress associated with shame; but this tends 
to maintain the sense of shame. When behaving 
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compulsively, people usually get temporary relief from 
tension, suffering, and numbness, and a feeling of 
aliveness is experienced. Afterwards, however, a 
person is left feeling shameful and incomplete 
(Whitfield, 1987). In this way, the shame that 
motivates addictive/compulsive behaviors produces more 
shame, setting up a cycle of release (the addictive 
behavior) and control (resolutions to stop the 
destructive addiction) in what Fossum and Mason (1986) 
call the "shame-bound cycle." 
The compulsive or "release" behavior does provide 
a temporary escape from pain as stated above, but also 
carries with it negative emotional consequences that 
only serve to intensify the pain of shame. Kaufman 
(1985) notes: 
While experiencing the relief of escape, a person 
may also experience the terror of loss of 
control--or the violation of fundamental self-
respect and care. This internally motivated abuse 
of self can be as shaming as any boundary invasion 
or abusive, demeaning behavior from an external 
source. When one has been demeaned one feels 
demeaned. An assault upon oneself is shaming 
whether one is the victim of another person's 
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attack or of one's own violation of self. 
(p. 110) 
Through the addictive behavior, self-hate, self-
condemnation, and guilt become intensified as attempts 
to control the addiction fail. Humiliation is felt 
whenever people feel controlled by an addiction to 
anything as well as whenever they fail at attempts to 
relinquish it. This produces a feeling of defeat which 
leads to a growing self-hatred, and disgust at the 
feeling of helplessness, lack of resolve, and lack of 
inner strength in oneself (Kaufman, 1985). 
In the control phase of the shame-bound cycle, 
which is characterized by denial and self-
righteousness, attempts to gain control over addictive 
behavior can be as destructive to self and 
relationships as the release phase (Fossum & Mason, 
1986). This can take the form of work, miserliness, 
moralism, judging others, self-improvement campaigns, 
or harsh dieting. Commonly, people in this phase are 
called "hard to live with" due to the intensity of 
their approach to life, their criticalness of those 
around them, or their intrusive demands, directives, 
manipulations, or helpfulness (Fossum & Mason, 1986). 
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The release, and subsequent failures at control 
by individuals within shame-based family systems (due 
to a failure to deal with the underlying core issue of 
shame) thus becomes deeply ingrained, stereotyped, and 
ritualized as part of a self-sustaining process that is 
clearly unhealthy and dysfunctional in nature (Fossum & 
Mason, 1986). 
Ultimately, the consequences of shame are 
devastatingly profound. One of the most harmful 
effects of shame is the development of shame-based 
families, and within them, shame-based parenting which 
perpetuates shame generationally (Bradshaw, 1988a; 
Middelton-Moz, 1990; Wilson, 1990). Shame is sometimes 
difficult to discern because it is often disguised and 
defended against in many ways by what it is not: 
irrational rage, indifference, the overwhelming need to 
control, depression, confusion, flightiness, the 
obsession to use, panic, and the need to run 
(Stephanie, 1986). Nevertheless, shame remains as a 
barrier to healthy development and results in 
unhealthy, destructive relationships with self and 
others. By extension therefore, it is logical to 
assume that shame would have a negative impact on the 
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development of one's relationship with a particular and 
significant 11 0ther, 11 God, and one's concept of God. 
Gender 
In this research project, the population selected 
to be surveyed, Christian college-aged students, was 
comprised of male and female persons. There seems to 
be a general lack of studies done measuring the effect 
of gender differences on concept of God. One study, 
which was done to develop and validate a measure of God 
images, found gender to be significantly related to 
both Emotional God Image and Symbolic God Image scales 
of the instrument being developed (Gaultiere, 1989). 
Hence, this research project attempts to extend the 
understanding of the effect of gender on concept of 
God. 
Concept of God 
How does a person develop his or her concept of 
God? Most often concept of God has been identified 
with parental images or representations. Freud 
believed that God is nothing more than a projection of 
a person's father. In Freud's own words, "God is in 
every case modeled after the father, ... our personal 
relation to God is dependent upon our relation to our 
physical father, fluctuating and changing with him, and 
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... God at bottom is nothing but an exalted father" 
(1913, p. 244). Hence, according to the psychoanalytic 
theory of Freud, images of God are generalized from 
experiences of interacting with one's own father. 
Unlike Freud, people who hold to a Judeo-Christian 
world view believe that God is a reality and not only a 
projection of a parental image. There is however a 
significant amount of evidence in the literature which 
demonstrates that early relationships with significant 
others strongly influence a person's development of a 
concept of God. 
In their investigation of the relationship between 
parent representations and concept of God in over 200 
subjects, Vergote et al. (1969) concluded that the 
image of the father was more influential in the 
formation of a concept of God than the image of the 
mother: 
The paternal image is the ~ost adequate symbol for 
the concept of God, since the divine image is 
always closer to the father than to the mother, 
and contains essential attributes of the father 
image which are not included in the symbolic image 
of mother. (p. 86) 
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Later, Vergote and Aubert (1972) found in their cross-
cultural study involving primarily Catholic, Dutch-
Belgian, French-speaking respondents, and American 
respondents of various ages and intellectual 
backgrounds that, generally speaking, the father image 
most closely represented the concept of God, but that 
the mother image was not irrelevant. 
Philibert (1985) believed that the primary 
caregiver (not necessarily the father) was most 
significant as a model from which a concept of God was 
derived. Depending on the relationship and 
interactions with the primary caregiver, God could be 
conceived of as a "reluctant giver" of need-fulfilling 
love, a "demanding tyrant," or one who ministers 
through His Spirit (based on experiences with a 
supportive and encouraging caregiver). 
Nelson (1971) believed that concept of God was 
more highly correlated with that of a preferred parent 
rather than that of an unpreferred parent, which is 
consistent with Adlerian theory. In studying a student 
population of Catholics and Protestants, he found that 
there was a higher correlation of the preferred parent 
with the concept of God rather than with the 
unpreferred parent. In addition, when there was no 
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preferred parent, he found the paternal and maternal 
qualities of God were nearly equally correlated. 
Godin and Hallez (1964) found that the 
correlations of the concept of God were stronger based 
on the maternal image among men, and the paternal image 
among women. They also found that when there was a 
significant preference for one parent, the concept of 
the preferred parent highly correlated with the concept 
of God. Nicholson and Edwards (1979) concluded that 
there were small yet positive relationships between 
concepts of the most admired or same-sexed parent and 
concepts of God. Strunk (1959) found that both the 
concepts of father and mother were significantly 
correlated with the concept of God. 
Beit-Hallahmi and Argyle (1975) in their survey of 
several studies investigating the relationship between 
parental images and concepts of God, concluded that 
there was a similarity in the description of parental 
representations and God concepts. They found the 
similarity was greater between the concept of God and 
either the opposite sexed parent or the preferred 
parent and they believed that this indicated a general 
rather than a specific parental projection takes place. 
They also found that there was a strong correlation 
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between parental nurturance and belief in benevolent 
gods, as well as between parental punitiveness and 
belief in punitive gods. In addition, a survey of 196 
adults by Justice and Lambert (1986) comparing the 
concept of parents' personalities to concepts of the 
personality of God showed a positive correlation 
between the concept of their parents and their concept 
of God. 
As stated earlier, abuse in any form, physical, 
sexual, or emotional is a tremendous source of shame in 
children, but sexual abuse is probably the most shaming 
of all (Bradshaw, 1988b; Kaufman, 1985). The 
experience of sexual abuse often causes victims to feel 
that something about them is inherently wrong or evil 
and that this was the cause of the abuse. The result 
is a shamed-based identity and the belief that they are 
unlovable--unworthy of care and positive attention, and 
that they even deserved to be abused (Courtois, 1988). 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that sexual abuse 
would have a pronounced negative effect on concept of 
God development. 
This was confirmed in the research done by Justice 
and Lambert (1986) where they found that subjects who 
reported having been inappropriately sexually desired 
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and/or handled by their mother or father reported a God 
concept mean from 17 to 42 percentage points below the 
mean of those persons who had not reported having been 
sexually abused. Additionally, Vredevelt and Rodriguez 
(1987) have observed that adult sexual abuse survivors 
often conclude that God has intended for them to be 
abused since it was within His power to stop it. The 
erroneous conclusion at which they often arrive is that 
God is teaching them a lesson to draw them closer to 
Himself or that He is punishing them for their sins. 
In this way, survivors of sexual abuse distort the true 
nature of God (develop a negative concept of God) 
instead of seeing the abuse as the tragic outworking of 
humanity's sinful nature and free will. 
It is assumed from the description of the topics 
of shame and concept of God that the development of a 
shame-based sense of self would tend to have a negative 
impact on the development of a concept of God and any 
subsequent relationship with Him. This assumption 
would be considered consistent with self-concept theory 
which suggests that a person's view of self corresponds 
to a similar view of the world; hence, a negative view 
of self should be affiliated with negative images of 
God (Spilka, Hood, & Gorsuch, 1985). This assumption 
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was also hypothesized by Wack (1968) who posited that 
to the extent that a person's view of self is 
distorted, his or her image of God will be distorted. 
The assumption that there is a significant 
connection between a disturbed relationship with self 
(a negative self-image) and pathological concepts of 
God has been shown from an object relations perspective 
in many psychodynamic case studies (Bowman, Coons, 
Jones, & Oldstrom, 1987; Edkins, 1985; McDargh, 1983; 
Rizzuto, 1974; Wack, 1968). In addition, there were 
other empirical studies which have demonstrated this 
relationship. For example, in a study done by Ellzey 
(1961), accepting God images were correlated with high 
levels of self-acceptance. In other studies loving God 
images have been correlated with positive self-images 
and positive self-esteem, such that people with higher 
self-esteem had a view of God as being more loving 
(Benson & Spilka, 1973; Jolley & Taulbee, 1986; Spilka, 
Addison, & Rosensohn, 1975). 
In a study done by Flakoll (1974) with junior high 
school students, it was found that students who 
maintained images of a loving, kindly, accepting God 
were not only affiliated with higher self-esteem, but 
also showed fewer signs of maladjustment, personality 
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problems, and neurosis than their peers. In contrast, 
a view of God as controlling, stern, vindictive, 
distant, and impersonal was affiliated with low self-
esteem, personality disorders, and even psychosis. 
These studies support the view that a shame-based 
sense of self formed through shaming interactions with 
parents or primary caretakers within a shame-based 
family would have a detrimental effect on a person's 
concept of God. This view is further supported from 
object relations theory as a problem with the formation 
of basic trust and object constancy in relation to 
significant others (Bishop, 1985; Heinrichs, 1982; 
Rizzuto, 1974). As Bishop (1985) stated: 
A developmental disturbance in the capacity for 
object-relatedness is likely to effect not only 
the individual's ability to relate to other people 
but the ability to relate to God as well. The 
child who has not experienced a trust-based, 
loving relationship with a parental figure is 
likely to have difficulty conceiving of such a 
relationship with God. A similar problem may 
occur in the development of object constancy, or 
the ability to tolerate inconsistency in one's 
environment. If the child has never established 
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adequate object constancy with regard to the 
parental figure, he or she may have considerable 
difficulty in forming a concept of the invisible 
God in later life. He may be thought of as 
distant, absent, vague, cold, or uncaring. (p. 14) 
Summary 
It has been demonstrated that human beings made in 
the image of God were originally intended to function 
on the basis of God's loving character in right, loving 
relationships with God, other people, and the world. 
In this way, humans were intended to fulfill God's 
purpose for them by exercising dominion over the earth. 
At the point when the first humans fell into sin they 
experienced shame which has brought havoc into all 
human relationships. 
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated in the 
research that concept of God development is strongly 
influenced by parental images, which are based on 
parental behavior. When parents act shamefully toward 
their children they not only act as the model of what 
God is like, but they instill and reinforce a shame-
based and shame-bound sense of self in their children. 
In addition, the relationship between self-pathology 
and pathological concepts of God has been highlighted. 
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In conclusion, it is reasonable to propose that a 
person's concept of God is significantly influenced as 
a consequence of being shamed. This study represents 
the first attempt to do an empirical study on the 
effect of shame on concept of God. This study also 
represents an attempt to extend the understanding of 
the effect of gender on concept of God. 
Hypotheses 
As previously stated, the purpose of this study 
was to pursue three questions: (a) Does shame, as 
measured by the Internalized Shame Scale, make a 
significant difference in a Christian college-aged 
student's concept of God, as measured by the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does the score 
on each of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales significantly differ among students with low, 
moderate, or high levels of shame?; (b) Does gender 
make a significant difference in a Christian college-
aged student's concept of God, as measured by the 
Adjective Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does 
the score on each of the Adjective Rating of God 
Scale's five subscales significantly differ among 
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students according to gender?; (c) Does shame, as 
measured by the Internalized Shame Scale, significantly 
interact with gender in a Christian college-aged 
student's concept of God, as measured by the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does the score 
on each of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales demonstrate a significant interaction between 
shame (low, moderate, or high) and gender (male and 
female) among students? The following hypotheses were 
developed in order to address these questions. 
Hypothesis 1: There is a statistically significant 
main effect for low, moderate, or high levels of shame, 
as measured by the Internalized Shame Scale, on each of 
the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five subscales 
among Christian college-aged students. 
Hypothesis 2: There is a statistically significant 
main effect for gender on each of the Adjective Rating 
of God Scale's five subscales among Christian college-
aged students. 
Hypothesis 3: There is a statistically significant 
interaction effect between shame (low, moderate, or 
high) as measured by the Internalized Shame Scale, and 
gender (male and female) on each of the Adjective 
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Rating of God Scale's five subscales among Christian 
college-aged students. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHOD 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the 
methodology employed in conducting the research toward 
pursuing three questions: (a) Does shame, as measured 
by the Internalized Shame Scale, make a significant 
difference in a Christian college-aged student's 
concept of God, as measured by the Adjective Rating of 
God Scale? More specifically, does the score on each 
of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five subscales 
significantly differ among students with low, moderate, 
or high levels of shame?; (b) Does gender make a 
significant difference in a Christian college-aged 
student's concept of God, as measured by the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does the score 
on each of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales significantly differ among students according 
to gender?; (c) Does shame, as measured by the 
Internalized Shame Scale, significantly interact with 
gender in a Christian college-aged student's concept of 
God, as measured by the Adjective Rating of God Scale? 
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More specifically, does the score on each of the 
Adjective Rating of God Scale's five subscales 
demonstrate a significant interaction between shame 
(low, moderate, or high) and gender (male and female) 
among students? This chapter includes an overview of 
participant selection, the measurement instruments, 
data collection procedures, and the research design for 
the data analysis. 
Participants 
The research participants consisted of 312 
undergraduate students (141 male and 171 female) 
enrolled at George Fox College at the time of the 
study. George Fox College, which is located in 
Newberg, Oregon, offers 30 majors leading to either a 
four-year Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) or Bachelor of 
Science (B.S.) degree. The Graduate School of Clinical 
Psychology offers the Master of Arts (M.A.) and Doctor 
of Psychology (Psy.D.) degrees. 
George Fox College was founded in 1891 by members 
of the Friends Quaker Church. The Friends Quaker 
Church still guides the overall philosophy of the 
school. As a result, there has been an historical 
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emphasis on the necessity of a "genuinely experiential 
religious faith, the spiritual nature of the 
ordinances, the importance of peacemaking and 
responsible social action, and freedom for individuals 
to exercise liberty of conscience" (George Fox College 
Catalog, 1990-1991, p. 7). The college advocates the 
historical truths of Christianity including the deity 
of Jesus, the authority and inspiration of the Bible, 
the necessity of salvation for humanity, and the 
present ministry of the Holy Spirit. As part of the 
mission and objectives of the college, all truth is 
taught as God's truth in the academic program. The 
academic environment encourages attitudes of reverence 
and devotion toward God and directs the student to a 
commitment to Jesus as Lord and Savior (George Fox 
College Catalog, 1990-1991). 
At the time this study was being done, the 
undergraduate population of George Fox College 
consisted of approximately 921 students (545 female and 
376 male). The male and female sample sizes were 
determined independently due to an unequal number of 
male and female students within the overall 
undergraduate population. According to Isaac and 
Michael (1981), to have a 95% level of confidence, the 
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necessary sample size for the female population of 545 
was approximately 220, and the necessary sample size 
for the male population of 376 was approximately 190. 
Therefore, using a random numbers table, a total of 410 
names were randomly selected ~fr0m a list of registered 
students provided by the college registrar. Each 
participant selected /was sent a copy of the 
\ 
questionnaire packet through campus mail. Of the 410 
students (190 male and 220 female) sent ques~Tonnaire 
packets, 312 (141 male and 171 female) responded, 
representing a return rate of 76.1%. 
Instruments 
Instruments used in this study included the 
Internalized Shame Scale, the Adjective Rating of God 
Scale, and a demographic questionnaire. All 
instruments were reviewed and approved for use by the 
Human Subjects Research Committee of George Fox College 
prior to implementation. 
Internalized Shame Scale 
The Internalized Shame Scale (See Appendix A), 
which was constructed and assessed by David R. Cook 
(1988), is a 35 item self-report test designed to 
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measure feelings C:i r experiences related to shame. Each 
item is rated on a five , point Likert-type scale: "O" 
....______ 
I 
means "Never," 11 1 11 means "Seldom," 11 2 11 means 
~
"Sometimes," 11 3 11 means "Frequently," and "4" means 
"Almost Always." Higher scores indicate greater levels 
of shame (Cook, 1988). The Internalized Shame Scale 
was assessed for validity and reliability using non-
clinical (198 adults), clinical (64 outpatients from a 
chemical dependency treatment program) , and student 
( 603 undergraduates) samples. 
In the assessment of the construct and predictive 
validity for the Internalized Shame Scale, Cook (1988) 
developed what he called a "multiple regression 
correlation" (p. 207) with four measures of addictions 
and emotional problems as the dependent variables. The 
first two dependent variables were created from the 
Problem History Questionnaire (PHQ) (i.e., the number 
of addictions and the number of emotional problems 
reported by subjects). The last two dependent 
variables were derived from subscale scores on the 
Family of Origin Questionnaire (FOQ) (which asked 
subjects about losses and separations on nine items, 
and on twenty-four items asked about experiences with 
mother and father separately of abuse, rejection, 
I 
I 
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I 
abandonment, parental conflict, and parental alcoholism 
/~hile growing up) , and factor scores for the 
Internalized Shame Scale (Cook, 1988). 
To further assess the construct and predictive 
validity of the Internalized Shame Scale, Cook (1988) 
took the subscale scores for the FOQ, the number of 
losses and separations and the factor scores for the 
Internalized Shame Scale, and entered them into the 
multiple regression as predictor variables with number 
of addictions and number of emotional problems as the 
dependent variables. A significance level of .01 was 
selected. Afterwards, it was found that the factors: 
"Fragile and Out of Control" and "Lonely and Empty" 
were the most powerful predictors of the development 
and/or maintenance of addiction and emotional distress 
in both the non-clinical and clinical groups. 
In his study using the non-clinical sample, Cook 
(1988) found that the four shame scale factors, 
previously stated, accounted for approximately 13% of 
the variance in number of addictions and almost 27% of 
the variance in number of emotional problems. Both 
separations and losses accounted for a statistically 
significant increase in the predicted variance of 
addictions. Issues related to family of origin, which 
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appeared most predictive of addictions, were parental 
abuse, no talk rule, and threats of abandonment. These 
accounted for about another 5% of the variance, which 
is a statistically significant increase. Emotional 
problems, parental abuse, rejection by mother and 
father, and parental alcoholism all entered the 
equation, adding an additional 7% of predicted 
variance. 
Using the clinical sample, Cook (1988) found that 
the shame factors Fragile and Out of Control accounted 
for almost 15% of the variance in addictions. They 
also accounted for 51% of the variance in emotional 
problems. This indicated the importance of these 
internalized feelings in maintaining addictions and 
emotional distress. According to Cook (1988), these 
results were supportive of construct as well as 
predictive validity of the Internalized Shame Scale as 
a measure of shame. 
In the student sample, Cook (1988) reported that 
the internal consistency reliability coefficient was 
.95. A test-retest correlation of .81 was obtained for 
157 undergraduate subjects over intervals ranging from 
six to eight weeks. Reliability coefficients for the 
other samples were .95 and .93, which indicated 
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substantial internal consistency reliability. As a 
result, he asserted that the Internalized Shame Scale 
would be a useful tool for the identification of 
internalized shame. 
Adjective Rating of God Scale 
The Adjective Rating of God Scale (See Appendix B) 
was constructed by Richard L. Gorsuch (1968), and was 
developed on the basis of prior research for the 
purpose of measuring a person's concept of God. This 
scale is a 44 item self-report measure, with each item 
(adjective) being rated on a three point Likert-type 
scale: 11 1 11 means "the word does not describe God, 11 11 2 11 
means "the word describes God," and 11 3 11 means "the word 
describes God particularly well" (Gorsuch, 1968). 
In developing the scale, Gorsuch administered 91 
adjectives on a three point Likert-type scale and eight 
undescribed random variables to 585 undergraduate 
students in a general psychology class at Vanderbilt 
University. The students in the class represented 
various religious denominations. Primary, secondary, 
and tertiary factors were analyzed resulting in the 
inclusion of 11 factors and 76 adjectives. The 
reliability of the scale was .94 (coefficient alpha). 
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This study used a version of the Adjective Rating 
of God Scale which included only the five factors 
(subscales) used by Spilka et al. (1975). These 
factors are: Traditional Christian (which sees God as 
deity yet actively concerned for and involved with 
humanity), Kindliness (which sees God as favorably 
disposed toward humanity), Wrathfulness (which sees God 
as standing in judgement over humanity) , Deisticness 
(which sees God as distant and so transcendent that He 
has virtually no relationship to humanity), and 
Omniness (which sees God as possessing human qualities 
such as "potent" that are raised to an infinite power). 
Higher scores on the Gorsuch Adjective Rating of 
God subscales indicate the relative strength of the 
factors as previously defined. The possible low and 
high scores for each subscale are as follows: 
Traditional Christian low= 31, high= 93; Kindliness 
low= 11, high= 33; Wrathfulness low= 10, high= 30; 
Omniness low= 4, high = 12; Deisticness low= 4 and 
high= 12. 
The validity of Gorsuch's study was supported by 
Spilka, Armatas, and Nussbaum (1964) and Gorsuch 
(1968), who obtained similar factor loadings across 
their studies using hierarchical factor analysis and 
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good research methodology (i.e., a large sample and 
random subject selection). According to Fisher (1989), 
additional support for the construct validity of the 
concept of God scale included the finding of 
significant correlations between Gorsuch's concept of 
God scale and other religious measures (e.g., the 
Spiritual Well-Being, Spiritual Distress, Religious 
Orientations Scales, and the Spiritual Maturity Index). 
In addition to the support for the validity of the 
Gorsuch Adjective Rating of God Scale, there was high 
alpha reliability for four of the factors previously 
mentioned: Traditional Christian, .94; Wrathfulness, 
.83; Diesticness, .71; and Omniness, .89. Therefore, 
Gorsuch (1968) asserted that these factors could be 
used with confidence as individual scales in research 
on concept of God. 
Demographic Questionnaire 
The demographic questionnaire (See Appendix C) was 
designed by the investigator in accordance with Dillman 
(1978) for clarity of content, accuracy of results, and 
a high rate of return (Rodriguez, 1980). Demographic 
information collected included age, educational level, 
current major, marital status, frequency of church 
attendance, denominational affiliation, and profession 
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of faith. In order to acquire a description of the 
population being sampled, the demographic questionnaire 
was reviewed and approved for use by the dissertation 
committee prior to implementation. 
Procedure 
Survey packets contained a copy of Gorsuch's 
Adjective Rating of God Scale, the Internalized Shame 
Scale, a demographic questionnaire, and a cover letter 
which explained the general nature of the study and 
requested each student's participation (See Appendices 
A-D) . In addition, an envelope was included for 
returning the survey to the investigator through campus 
mail. 
A survey packet was sent through campus mail to 
all students selected, using a random numbers table, 
from a list of registered undergraduate students. This 
was done in February 1992 of the Spring semester. As a 
reminder to complete the questionnaire, a follow-up 
postcard was sent ten days later to students who had 
not yet responded (See Appendix E). 
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Research Design 
Due to the absence of an experimental manipulation 
of the independent variables, this research was a post 
hoc, inferential, quasi-experimental design (Mitchell & 
Jolley, 1988). The independent variables were Shame 
(High Shame, Moderate Shame, and Low Shame) and Gender 
(Male and Female) . The dependent variables were the 
five subscales of Adjective Rating of God Scale 
(Traditional Christian, Kindliness, Wrathfulness, 
Deisticness, and Omniness). 
The independent variable of shame was measured 
using the Internalized Shame Scale. When the 
distribution of data was examined, it was found to 
approximate a normal distribution. Consequently, the 
data were divided into three categories representing 
three levels of shame: Low (less than or equal to one 
standard deviation below the median), Moderate (plus or 
minus one standard deviation from the median) , and High 
(greater than or equal to one standard deviation above 
the median). In this way, groups with low, moderate, 
and high scores on the Internalized Shame Scale yielded 
adequate, but unequal cell sizes. 
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In order to test the three hypotheses under 
investigation in this study (See Chapter 1), a single 
two-way (2X3) ANOVA was conducted for each of the five 
concept of God subscales. All statistical analysis 
were conducted using the SPSS/PC+ V 3.0 (Norusis, 
1988). Each of the five (2X3) ANOVA's were computed 
using the regression option in order to account for 
unequal cell size. The alpha level used was .05. The 
basic graph demonstrating the way in which the 
independent variables: Shame (Low, Moderate, and High) 
and Gender (Male and Female) were tested for 
significant effects with respect to the dependent 
variables: Concept of God Subscales (Traditional 
Christian, Kindliness, Wrathfulness, Deisticness, and 
Omniness) is as follows. 
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Graph 1 
Basic Graph of the Two-Way (2X3) ANOVA used for each 
Concept of God Subscale 
Shame 
Low Moderate High 
Concept Concept Concept 
Male of God of God of God 
Subscale(s) Subscale(s) Subscale(s) 
Gender 
Concept Concept Concept 
Female of God of God of God 
Subscale(s) Subscale(s) Subscale(s) 
(Note: One (2X3) ANOVA was conducted for each of the 
five concept of God subscales: Traditional Christian, 
Kindliness, Wrathfulness, Deisticness, and Omniness. 
See Tables 3-7 for cell sizes.) 
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Summary 
In this chapter the research strategy for 
investigating the effect of shame and gender on the 
concept of God in Christian college-aged students was 
outlined. First, the overall subject characteristics 
were identified and presented. Second, the data 
collection procedure was explained. Third, the 
instruments used to measure the independent and 
dependent variables were reviewed. Finally, the 
research design for this study was presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
This chapter reports the relevant demographic and 
descriptive data pertaining to the participants that 
were sampled. Then it reports the results of the 
statistical analyses conducted to test the hypotheses 
under investigation. 
Demographic Data 
Of the 410 students (190 male and 220 female) who 
were sent survey packets, 312 students (141 male and 
171 female) responded. This indicated a return rate of 
74.2% for male students and 77.7% for female students. 
Overall, 76.1% of the sample returned their 
questionnaires. Data collection was terminated 
approximately four weeks after the survey packets were 
sent, when no further responses were received. 
The ages of the students ranged from 18 to 50 
years, with a mean of 20.89 years. Of the students who 
participated in the survey, 87 (27.9%) were freshmen, 
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74 (23.7%) were sophomores, 82 (26.3%) were juniors, 
and 69 (22.1%) were seniors. The marital status of the 
students was as follows: 278 (89.1%) were single, 28 
(9%) were married, 3 (1%) were divorced, 1 (.3%) was 
separated, and 1 (.3%) was widowed. 
The vast majority of the sample (97.8%) responded 
that they had received Jesus as their personal Savior 
and Lord and/or that they attempt to follow His moral 
and ethical teachings. The religious affiliation of 
102 (32.7%) of the students, which represented the 
majority, was Christian Non-Denominational. Table 1 
presents the frequency and percentage for the major 
religious affiliations that were represented. 
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Table 1 
Religious Affiliation 
Cum. 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent 
QUAKER 1 44 14.1 14.1 
BAPTIST 2 44 14.1 28.2 
CATHOLIC 3 4 1. 3 29.5 
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 4 17 5.4 35.0 
FOURSQUARE 5 25 8.0 43.0 
FREE METHODIST 6 9 2.9 45.9 
PRESBYTERIAN 7 11 3.5 49.4 
NAZARENE 8 11 3.5 52.9 
NONDENOMINATIONAL 9 102 32.7 85.6 
OTHER 0 45 14.4 100.0 
------- ------- -------
TOTAL 312 100.0 100.0 
In addition, most of the respondents reported that 
they attend church on a regular basis: weekly (73.1%), 
2-3 times per month (12.5%). Respondents also reported 
having personal devotions at least three times during a 
given week (74.4%). 
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Descriptive Data 
This section reports the descriptive data for the 
independent and dependent variables. The means, 
standard deviations, minimum and maximum scores, and 
range for each of the subscales are presented in Table 
2. Tables 3-7 display a summary of the means and 
standard deviations for the entire sample of 312 cases 
for each of the five concept of God subscales by 
gender and levels of shame. 
Table 2 
Means, Standard Deviations, & Ranges 
for the Independent and Dependent Variables 
Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. Range 
Shame 40.16 20.09 5.00 111.00 106.00 
Trad. Christ. 83.01 10.28 33.06 93.00 59.93 
Kindliness 30.57 4.06 11. 36 34.10 22.73 
Wrathfulness 16.17 3.43 10.00 26.00 16.00 
Deisticness 4.63 1. 23 4.00 12.00 8.00 
Omniness 10.94 1. 75 4.00 12.00 8.00 
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Table 4 
Summary of Kindliness Concept of God 
Subscale Scores by Gender and Levels of Shame 
Variable Mean Std Dev. Cases 
MALE 30.36 4.09 141 
LOW SHAME 30.15 4.00 23 
MODERATE SHAME 30.56 3.98 99 
HIGH SHAME 29.53 4.86 19 
FEMALE 30.76 4.04 171 
LOW SHAME 32.32 2.02 11 
MODERATE SHAME 30.61 4.32 120 
HIGH SHAME 30.77 3.51 40 
Total 30.58 4.06 312 
Note. !1 312 
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Table 5 
Summary of Wrathfulness Concept of God 
Subscale Scores by Gender and Levels of Shame 
Variable Mean Std Dev. 
MALE 16.40 3.36 
LOW SHAME 15.65 3.98 
MODERATE SHAME 16.53 3.10 
HIGH SHAME 16.68 3.90 
FEMALE 15.99 3.50 
LOW SHAME 15.73 2.76 
MODERATE SHAME 15.83 3.27 
HIGH SHAME 16.53 4.30 
Total 16.18 3.44 
Note. n = 312 
Cases 
141 
23 
99 
19 
171 
11 
120 
40 
312 
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Table 6 
Summary of Deisticness Concept of God 
Subscale Scores by Gender and Levels of Shame 
Variable Mean Std Dev. 
MALE 4.75 1. 35 
LOW SHAME 4.61 1. 20 
MODERATE SHAME 4.70 1. 40 
HIGH SHAME 5.21 1.18 
FEMALE 4.54 1.12 
LOW SHAME 4.45 .52 
MODERATE SHAME 4.53 1. 22 
HIGH SHAME 4.60 .96 
Total 4.63 1. 23 
Note. n 312 
Cases 
141 
23 
99 
19 
171 
11 
120 
40 
312 
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Table 7 
Summary of Omniness Concept of God 
Subscale Scores by Gender and Levels of Shame 
Variable Mean Std Dev. Cases 
MALE 10.89 1. 74 141 
LOW SHAME 10.52 2.39 23 
MODERATE SHAME 11.12 1. 50 99 
HIGH SHAME 10.16 1. 80 19 
FEMALE 10.99 1. 77 171 
LOW SHAME 11.00 1. 55 11 
MODERATE SHAME 11.00 1. 84 120 
HIGH SHAME 10.98 1. 66 40 
Total 10.95 1. 76 312 
Note. n 312 
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Hypotheses 
As previously stated, the purpose of this study 
was to pursue three questions: (a) Does shame, as 
measured by the Internalized Shame Scale, make a 
significant difference in a Christian college-aged 
student's concept of God, as measured by the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does the score 
on each of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales significantly differ among students with low, 
moderate, or high levels of shame?; (b) Does gender 
make a significant difference in a Christian college-
aged student's concept of God, as measured by the 
Adjective Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does 
the score on each of the Adjective Rating of God 
Scale's five subscales significantly differ among male 
and female students?; (c) Does shame, as measured by 
the Internalized Shame Scale, significantly interact 
with gender in a Christian college-aged student's 
concept of God, as measured by the Adjective Rating of 
God Scale? More specifically, does the score on each 
of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five subscales 
demonstrate a significant interaction between shame 
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(low, moderate, or high) and gender (male and female) 
among students? 
A single two-way (2X3) ANOVA was computed for each 
of the five concept of God subscales. Each of the five 
(2X3) ANOVA's were computed using the regression option 
to account for unequal cell size. All hypotheses were 
tested at a .05 level of significance. The two-way 
(2X3) ANOVA's that were computed are as follows: 
Traditional Christian (Table 8), Kindliness (Table 9), 
Wrathfulness (Table 10), Deisticness (Table 11), and 
Omniness (Table 12). 
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Table 8 
2 X 3 ANOVA: Traditional Christian Concept of God 
Subscale Score by Three Levels of Shame and Gender 
TRADITIONAL CHRISTIAN 
BY GENDER 
SHAME GROUP 
Mean Sig. of 
Source of Variation SS DF Square E E 
Main Effects 484.793 3 161.598 1. 530 .207 
GENDER 293.280 1 293.280 2.777 .097 
SHAME GROUP 252.371 2 126.186 1.195 .304 
2-way Interactions 368.055 2 184.027 1. 743 .177 
GENDER AND SHAME 368.055 2 184.027 1. 743 .177 
Explained 559.040 5 111. 808 1.059 .383 
Residual 32315.343 306 105.606 
Total 32874.383 311 105.705 
Note. n = 312. GENDER= Male or Female. 
SHAME GROUP = Low Shame, Moderate Shame, High Shame. 
A regression approach (option 9 on SPSS/PC+) was 
utilized. 
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Table 9 
2 X 3 ANOVA: Kindliness Concept of God 
Subscale Score by Three Levels of Shame and Gender 
KINDLINESS 
BY GENDER 
SHAME GROUP 
Mean Sig. of 
Source of Variation SS DF Square K K 
Main Effects 57.709 3 19.236 1.161 .325 
GENDER 51. 815 1 51.815 3.127 .078 
SHAME GROUP 22.158 2 11.079 .669 .513 
2-way Interactions 38.559 2 19.279 1.163 .314 
GENDER AND SHAME 38.559 2 19.279 1.163 . 314 
Explained 59.889 5 11. 978 .723 .607 
Residual 5071. 303 306 16.573 
Total 5131.192 311 16.499 
Note. n = 312. GENDER= Male or Female. 
SHAME GROUP = Low Shame, Moderate Shame, High Shame. 
A regression approach (option 9 on SPSS/PC+) was 
utilized. 
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Table 10 
2 X 3 ANOVA: Wrathfulness Concept of God 
Subscale Score by Three Levels of Shame and Gender 
WRATHFULNESS 
BY GENDER 
SHAME GROUP 
Mean Sig. of 
Source of Variation SS OF Square E E 
Main Effects 16.360 3 5.453 .460 .711 
GENDER 2.613 1 2.613 .220 .639 
SHAME GROUP 16.274 2 8.137 .686 .504 
2-way Interactions 5.914 2 2.957 .249 .780 
GENDER AND SHAME 5.914 2 2.957 .249 .780 
Explained 44.471 5 8.894 .750 .587 
Residual 3630.833 306 11. 865 
Total 3675.304 311 11. 818 
Note. n = 312. GENDER= Male or Female. 
SHAME GROUP = Low Shame, Moderate Shame, High Shame. 
A regression approach (option 9 on SPSS/PC+) was 
utilized. 
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Table 11 
2 X 3 ANOVA: Deisticness Concept of God 
Subscale Score by Three Levels of Shame and Gender 
DEISTICNESS 
BY GENDER 
SHAME GROUP 
Mean Sig. of 
Source of Variation SS OF Square E E 
Main Effects 6.233 3 2.078 1. 371 .252 
GENDER 3.739 1 3.739 2.467 .117 
SHAME GROUP 4.024 2 2.012 1. 328 .267 
2-way Interactions 2.140 2 1. 070 .706 .494 
GENDER AND SHAME 2.140 2 1. 070 .706 .494 
Explained 8.335 5 1.667 1.100 .360 
Residual 463.739 306 1.515 
Total 472.074 311 1. 518 
Note. n = 312. GENDER= Male or Female. 
SHAME GROUP = Low Shame, Moderate Shame, High Shame. 
A regression approach (option 9 on SPSS/PC+) was 
utilized. 
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Table 12 
2 X 3 ANOVA: Omniness Concept of God 
Subscale Score by Three Levels of Shame and Gender 
OMNINESS 
BY GENDER 
SHAME GROUP 
Mean Sig. of 
Source of Variation SS DF Square E E 
Main Effects 16.771 3 5.590 1. 820 .143 
GENDER 5.982 1 5.982 1. 948 .164 
SHAME GROUP 11. 293 2 5.646 1. 838 .161 
2-way Interactions 10.343 2 5.172 1.684 .187 
GENDER AND SHAME 10.343 2 5.172 1.684 .187 
Explained 19.394 5 3.879 1. 263 .280 
Residual 939.786 306 3.071 
Total 959.179 311 3.084 
Note. n = 312. GENDER= Male or Female. 
SHAME GROUP = Low Shame, Moderate Shame, High Shame. 
A regression approach (option 9 on SPSS/PC+) was 
utilized. 
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Hypothesis 1 
The first hypothesis stated that there is a 
statistically significant main effect for low, 
moderate, or high levels of shame, as measured by the 
Internalized Shame Scale, on each of the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale's five subscales among Christian 
college-aged students. The two-way analyses of 
variance revealed that there was no significant 
difference between the three levels of shame on each of 
the five concept of God subscales (alpha level .05). 
Traditional Christian: E(2,306) = 1.195, p 
Kindliness: E(2,306) 
Wrathfulness: E(2,306) 
Deisticness: E(2,306) 
Omniness: E(2,306) 
(See ANOVA Tables 8-12.) 
Hypothesis 2 
.669, p 
.686, p 
1.328, p 
1.838, p 
.304 
= .513 
= .504 
= .267 
= .161 
The second hypothesis stated that there is a 
statistically significant main effect for gender on 
each of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales among Christian college-aged students. The 
two-way analyses of variance revealed that there was no 
significant difference between genders on each of the 
five concept of God subscales (alpha level .05). 
Traditional Christian: E(l,306) 
Kindliness: E(l,306) 
Wrathfulness: E(l,306) 
Deisticness: E(l,306) 
Omniness: E(l,306) 
(See ANOVA Tables 8-12.) 
Hypothesis 3 
= 
= 
= 
= 
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2.777, R .097 
3.127, R = .078 
.220, R .639 
2.467, R .117 
1. 948' R = .164 
The third hypothesis stated that there is a 
statistically significant interaction effect between 
shame (low, moderate, or high) as measured by the 
Internalized Shame Scale, and gender (male and female) 
on each of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales among Christian college-aged students. The 
two-way analyses of variance revealed that there was no 
statistically significant interaction effect between 
shame and gender on each of the five concept of God 
subscales (alpha level . 05) • 
Traditional Christian: f'.(2' 306) = 1.743, 2 .177 
Kindliness: f'.(2' 306) = 1. 163' 2 = .314 
Wrathfulness: f'.(2' 306) = .249, 2 = .780 
Deisticness: E(2, 306) = .706, 2 .494 
Omniness: f'.(2' 306) 1. 684' R = .187 
(See ANOVA Tables 8-12.) 
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Summary 
In this chapter, the results of the statistical 
analysis used to investigate the effect of shame and 
gender on the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales among Christian college-aged students were 
presented. The sample consisted of 312 undergraduate 
students at George Fox College. The participants 
appeared to be very similar in their religious 
orientation and practice. 
A two-way (2X3) factorial analysis of variance was 
conducted for each of the five subscales of the 
Adjective Rating of God Scale in order to test the 
three stated hypotheses. First, the two-way analyses 
of variance revealed that there was no significant 
difference between the three levels of shame on each of 
the five concept of God subscales (alpha level .05). 
Second, there was no significant difference between 
genders on each of the five concept of God subscales 
(alpha level .05). Third, there was no statistically 
significant interaction effect between shame and gender 
on each of the five concept of God subscales (alpha 
level .05). 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
This chapter contains a discussion of the results 
which were presented in the preceding chapter. The 
purpose and results of the research study are reviewed. 
Then an explanation of the research results is 
presented, which is followed by recommendations for 
future research and a summary. 
The primary purpose of this study was to pursue 
three questions: (a) Does shame, as measured by the 
Internalized Shame Scale, make a significant difference 
in a Christian college-aged student's concept of God, 
as measured by the Adjective Rating of God Scale? More 
specifically, does the score on each of the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale's five subscales significantly 
differ among students with low, moderate, or high 
levels of shame?; (b) Does gender make a significant 
difference in a Christian college-aged student's 
concept of God, as measured by the Adjective Rating of 
God Scale? More specifically, does the score on each 
of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five subscales 
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significantly differ among male and female students?; 
(c) Does shame, as measured by the Internalized Shame 
Scale, significantly interact with gender in a 
Christian college-aged student's concept of God, as 
measured by the Adjective Rating of God Scale? More 
specifically, does the score on each of the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale's five subscales demonstrate a 
significant interaction between shame (low, moderate, 
or high) and gender (male and female) among students? 
In an attempt carry out the stated purpose of this 
project in a manner that would insure a good return 
rate and accurate results, a version of the Total 
Design Method of Dillman (1978), was utilized. Of the 
total of 410 students (190 male and 220 female) who 
were sent the survey questionnaire, 312 students (141 
male and 171 female) responded. This indicated a 
return rate of 74.2% for male students, and a return 
rate of 77.7% for female students. Overall, 76.1% of 
the total population sampled had returned their 
questionnaires when data collection was terminated. 
The overall return rate was considered to be adequate 
and therefore it was expected that there was 
substantial support for the representativeness and 
generalizability of the project (Babbie, 1990). 
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The design used for this study, a two-way (2X3) 
analysis of variance, was chosen as the statistical 
test due to its reputation for being sensitive to 
significant differences between groups (Jolley and 
Mitchell, 1988). The two-way analyses of variance 
revealed that there was no significant difference 
between the three levels of shame on each of the five 
concept of God subscales (alpha level .05). There was 
also no significant difference between genders on each 
of the five concept of God subscales (alpha level .05). 
Finally, there was no statistically significant 
interaction effect between shame and gender on each of 
the five concept of God subscales (alpha level .05). 
It was expected that different levels of shame would 
have demonstrated a significant difference on each of 
the five subscales of the Gorsuch Adjective Rating of 
God Scale due to the presence of what the researcher 
believed to be strong support biblically and 
scientifically as shown in the literature review for 
the impact of shame on the concept of God. 
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Research Results 
The fact that the data collected in this study 
failed to show significant main effects for shame or 
gender, or an interaction effect between the 
independent variables on the five concept of God 
subscales precludes any external validity. This would 
indicate the possibility of a weakness in the 
relatedness of the variables being measured and/or 
weaknesses within the overall design of this study. 
As was previously stated, a study of the biblical 
account of the Fall of the human race, which occurred 
when Adam and Eve disobeyed God, revealed classic 
shame-based behaviors (e.g., hiding from God and 
blaming Him and/or Satan for their disobedience) . In 
addition, the literature reviewed in Chapter One 
seemed to indicate the possibility of a strong 
relationship between the presence of shame (affect, 
thoughts, and/or experiences), and a person's concept 
of God. In spite of this, it is still conceivable that 
the variable of shame alone may not ·play a strong 
enough role in the formation of a negative concept of 
God to cause a significant effect. Other variables may 
be involved which would be important to take into 
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account. For instance, it may be that the presence of 
other affects such as guilt, anger, or fear are more 
responsible for distorted concepts of God than shame. 
In light of the fact that this research project 
did not yield significant results, it may be taken as 
evidence that the theorists on the psychology of shame 
(e.g., Kaufman) could be inaccurate regarding the 
global presence of shame as the underlying cause in the 
development of most human personality dysfunction and 
psychopathology. Shame may not be related to or be the 
cause of everything that the theorists on this topic 
suggest. 
If shame is not as significantly related to human 
personality dysfunction and psychopathology, its 
presence and level can neither be used in assigning 
causation, nor in accurate prediction of these 
problems, which could include distorted concepts of 
God. Therefore, there remains a need to establish the 
empirical validity of the theoretical propositions on 
the psychology of shame that Kaufman and other 
theorists propose. 
In addition to the possibility of a lack of 
variable relatedness, the power of the design used in 
this study could have been compromised by a lack of 
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sufficiently sensitive instruments used to measure the 
independent and dependent variables. For example, it 
appears that the Gorsuch Adjective Rating of God Scale 
may be an insensitive measure on a feeling or affective 
level due to many of the items on this instrument being 
traditional theological terms (e.g., sovereign, 
majestic, and omnipotent). Therefore, measurement may 
tend to take place on a more rational or cognitive 
level (Lindsay, 1978). As a result, due to the nature 
of the instrument itself, it is possible that the 
students participating in the study may have rated God 
more cognitively in terms of their theological or 
doctrinal knowledge instead their genuine affective 
experience of God. In research done on concept of God 
using the Gorsuch Adjective Rating of God Scale, Corzo 
(1981) found that subjects actually tended to reiterate 
previously learned responses in the reporting of their 
God concepts. 
Bishop (1985) has commented that a concept of God 
as distant, absent, vague, cold, or uncaring may be 
present in individuals professing a belief in Hirn as 
personal, present, and all-loving. Specifically, 
"there may be incongruence between an intellectual or 
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cognitive concept of God and the individual's affective 
experience in relation to God" (Bishop, 1985, p. 14). 
Additionally, it has been indicated in a number of 
studies that the Gorsuch Adjective Rating of God Scale 
appears to be good at measuring conceptual God Images, 
but is limited in its ability to assess the emotional 
dimension of the God Image (Gaultiere, 1989; Lindsay, 
1978). Assuming that this is true, it is logical that 
responses to the Internalized Shame Scale, which 
reflect the degree to which a person reports an 
awareness of certain feelings concerning the self which 
may be painful, may not vary in a significant way with 
the more cognitive responses elicited by Gorsuch's 
Adjective Rating of God Scale. 
It is also conceivable that the phenomenon of 
answering on a cognitive level may have been compounded 
by the homogeneity of the population sampled as it 
relates to religious outlook, commitment, and practice. 
This may have been promoted by the educational program 
at George Fox College which advocates the historical 
truths of Christianity including the deity of Jesus, 
the authority and inspiration of the Bible, the 
necessity of salvation for human beings, and the 
directing of the students to a commitment to Jesus as 
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their Lord and Savior (George Fox College Catalog, 
1990-1991) . 
This lack of randomness among the participants in 
the study could also influence the internal validity of 
the study because only those who desired to participate 
in the study did so. Self-selection could bring the 
internal validity of the study into question as the 
variables may have interacted with selection. 
In addition, the construct validity of both the 
Gorsuch Adjective Rating of God Scale and the 
Internalized Shame Scale may have been diminished by 
several response biases within the student population. 
One of the potential drawbacks of self-administered 
surveys and self-report measures like the Gorsuch 
Adjective Rating of God Scale and the Internalized 
Shame Scale is the danger that subjects may respond 
according to response sets or styles, that is, the 
tendency to provide responses which are independent of 
the item content (Mitchell & Jolley, 1988; Pedhazur & 
Schmelkin, 1991). 
A wide variety of response sets exists which would 
cause the subjects' ratings not to reflect their true 
beliefs or feelings. The response sets which are best 
known include a tendency to guess, a tendency to 
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acquiesce (that is, to respond "yes" regardless of the 
content of the statement), a tendency to be critical 
(that is, to deny or disagree with any assertion), a 
tendency to take an extreme position, and a tendency to 
always describe oneself as socially desirable 
(Helmstadter, 1964). According to Cronbach (1950), 
these personal ways of responding to test items which 
tend to be most influential as items become difficult 
or ambiguous, and which result in a reduction in range 
of individual differences in scores, are frequently a 
source of invalidity. 
Additional sources of invalidity would include the 
possibility that subjects may have given the responses 
they believed the researcher was seeking in an effort 
to play along with the research or to help the 
researcher. This would result from the tendency of 
subjects to respond to "demand characteristics," which 
are defined by Orne (1962) as the totality of cues 
which convey an experimental hypothesis to the subject 
and function as significant determinants. For example, 
the "good" subject who generally holds science and 
experimentation in high regard will tend to act in a 
manner that will confirm or validate what he or she 
perceives the researcher's hypothesis to be and will 
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take great pains not to spoil the research (Pedhazur & 
Schmelkin, 1991). . 
Also to be considered are the possibilities that 
subjects may distort their answers with or without the 
overt desire to lie, and/or may not know their own 
minds well enough to meaningfully respond to the test 
items. These phenomena have been demonstrated in 
numerous studies (Mitchell & Jolley, 1988; Nisbett & 
Wilson, 1977). For example, Day (1979) reported that 
when participants in his study were asked to assess 
their concepts of God, many of them were not aware of 
their true perceptions and feelings. 
Of particular interest is the response style of 
social desirability which may have had a major impact 
on the results of this study. The social desirability 
response style, originally proposed by Edwards (1957), 
refers to the tendency to present oneself in a good 
light in response to self-report items in order to gain 
the approval of one's particular cultural reference 
group, rather than giving honest responses (Mitchell & 
Jolley, 1988; Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991). This 
tendency to respond to test items as it relates to 
measuring one's concept of God has been referred to as 
"religious desirability in God images." This is 
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defined as people's defensive tendency to assess and 
distort idealistically their God image in ways that are 
socially and religiously desirable within religious 
groups (Day, 1979; Gaultiere, 1989). 
Psychology of religion researchers Hammersla, 
Andrews-Qualls, and Frease (1986) and Volker (1981) 
have also observed that subjects tend to be influenced 
by a "halo effect" in the measurement of their image of 
God, which has been discussed as a problem in self-
report measures (Cooper, 1981). The result is that 
positive, idealized images of God are generalized in 
the way that God is reported to be perceived. 
Gaultiere (1989} states that this may take place 
because it is difficult to verify and because the 
subjects want to see and experience God as the ideal, 
perfect God as He is described to be in the Bible. 
That subjects may have refrained from admitting a 
less than ideal image of God as a result of the 
presence of the response styles of social or religious 
desirability and the halo effect would be consistent 
with the theory of cognitive dissonance which was 
originally proposed by Festinger (1957). According to 
this theory, the presence of dissonance (i.e., 
inconsistencies) among an individual's cognitions 
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(i.e., any knowledge, opinion, or belief about the 
environment, about oneself, or about one's behavior) is 
psychologically uncomfortable and creates anxiety. 
This in turn motivates the person to try to reduce the 
dissonance and achieve consonance, which may include 
actively avoiding situations and information which are 
likely to produce and/or increase the dissonance. Such 
dissonance could arise from logical inconsistencies, 
because of cultural mores or because of past experience 
(Festinger, 1957). 
This phenomenon of subject self-report measures of 
concept of God being influenced by social or religious 
desirability, or by the halo effect, can also be 
explained by object relations psychology as a defense 
mechanism against anxiety that is intrapsychically 
intolerable. According to this perspective there is an 
intrapsychic need to possess and preserve a good object 
representation of God. Therefore, to hold a less than 
positive view of God would create tremendous anxiety. 
Viewing God idealistically would require the 
unconscious use of psychological defenses, such as 
repression, denial, and intellectualization. In this 
way negative emotional material concerning one's 
concept of God is split off and pushed out of conscious 
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awareness. This may partially explain the existence of 
a gap between the intellectual concept of God which 
people hold and their emotional experience of God that 
has often been a problem cited in the literature 
(Bishop, 1985; Day, 1979; Deconchy, 1965; Gaultiere, 
1989) . 
For instance, the intellectualizing of one's 
concept of God may contribute to the tendency to give 
responses that are known to be doctrinally or 
stereotypically correct. However, the belief in the 
ideal/perfect good and all-loving God may be 
generalized to one's total concept of God without 
integrating this belief on an emotional level. It is 
also possible that the need to preserve a positive 
self-object representation could have hindered 
participants' ability or willingness to accurately 
respond to items contained on the Internalized Shame 
Scale. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
It has been noted in the past that Gorsuch's 
Adjective Rating of God Scale does not make use of any 
method for assessing and correcting for idealizing 
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tendencies of the response styles previously mentioned 
(Hammersla et al., 1986; Volker, 1981). In fact, very 
few studies have made any attempt to take response 
biases with respect to concept of God self-report 
measures into account (Day, 1979; Spilka et al., 1964). 
In an effort to account for response styles which 
may stem, for example, from an attempt to gain the 
approval of or avoid the condemnation of a particular 
cultural or social reference group, it may have been 
advantageous to attempt to correct for social 
desirability response bias using the Social 
Desirability Scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960) . This 
scale was used successfully by Day (1979) to measure 
response bias in his study of the relationship between 
self-actualization and self-disclosure to cognitive and 
affective conceptualizations of God. In addition, it 
is possible that the Lie scale of the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) could relate 
to subjects' tendencies to idealize their responses in 
the self-report of their concepts of God (Gaultiere, 
1989) . 
It also seems possible that the Lie scale of the 
MMPI could be used to obtain insight into the tendency 
of subjects to idealize the way they report viewing 
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themselves in their responses to items on the 
Internalized Shame Scale. This would appear to be a 
legitimate possibility since subjects who score high on 
the Lie scale tend to lack insight into their behavior, 
deny common human faults and try to create an unusually 
favorable impression of themselves (Greene, 1980). 
Gaultiere (1989) has done an initial exploratory 
work to design a scale called the Validity God Image 
Scale toward developing God image measures. This scale 
measures subjects' defensive tendencies to 
idealistically assess the self-report of their concept 
of God via the halo effect and/or the religious 
desirability response bias. Using modifications of 
items pooled from the Social Desirability Scale (Crowne 
& Marlowe, 1960) and the Lie Scale of the MMPI, 
Gaultiere found three factors in a factor analysis 
(Acknowledging Negative Feelings Toward God, Realistic 
Appraisal of Religious Behavior, and Admitting to 
Failures in Pleasing God) which contained high item 
loadings and were shown to possess content validity. 
In addition, preliminary statistical support was 
found for the Validity God Image Scale based on a 
significant correlation with the MMPI Lie Scale. Even 
though Gaultiere stated that the development of this 
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scale only represents a pioneer effort which contains 
several limitations, it would appear to represent a 
meaningful start toward refining a way to obtain more 
valid measures of concept of God in the future and 
would therefore warrant further investigation. 
In terms of further research on the effect of 
shame on concept of God, it seems logical in light of 
the limitations of the Gorsuch Adjective Rating of God 
Scale previously discussed, especially with respect to 
its ability to measure the concept of God on an 
affective level, that other measures be used which are 
specifically designed to measure a person's emotional 
experience of God. To date, there are no instruments 
for measuring God concepts on an affective level that 
have been thoroughly and specifically tested for 
validity and reliability (Gaultiere, 1989). However, 
at this point the Emotional God Image Scale of the God 
Image Questionnaire developed by Gaultiere (1989), for 
which he found preliminary yet tentative validity 
support, appears to have good potential with regard to 
future investigation of the effect of shame on concept 
God. 
It was previously mentioned that there were no 
main effects on the concept of God for shame or gender, 
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nor was there an interaction effect between shame and 
gender in this study. It appears, however, that the 
God Image Questionnaire's Emotional God Image Scale and 
Symbolic God Image Scale scores in Gaultiere's study 
(1989) were found to be significantly related to gender 
and could be used for further exploration of this area. 
As stated earlier, the particular population 
tested in this study was highly homogeneous in 
religious outlook, commitment, and practice, which may 
have been promoted by the educational program at George 
Fox College. This may have contributed to a lack of 
randomness among the participants. Therefore it is 
possible that homogeneity within the population being 
tested may have hindered the presence of the 
variability necessary to obtain significant results. 
As part of future investigations on the effect of shame 
on concept of God it may be interesting and beneficial 
to test different clinical populations (e.g., neurotic 
and/or characterological), populations with a wider 
range of beliefs (including believers in God that do 
not profess faith in Jesus), and atheistic or other 
secular groups, which may create more variance within 
the dependent and independent variables. 
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Summary 
As previously stated, the purpose of this study 
was to pursue three questions: (a) Does shame, as 
measured by the Internalized Shame Scale, make a 
significant difference in a Christian college-aged 
student's concept of God, as measured by the Adjective 
Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does the score 
on each of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five 
subscales significantly differ among students with low, 
moderate, or high levels of shame?; (b) Does gender 
make a significant difference in a Christian college-
aged student's concept of God, as measured by the 
Adjective Rating of God Scale? More specifically, does 
the score on each of the Adjective Rating of God 
Scale's five subscales significantly differ among male 
and female students?; (c) Does shame, as measured by 
the Internalized Shame Scale, significantly interact 
with gender in a Christian college-aged student's 
concept of God, as measured by the Adjective Rating of 
God Scale? More specifically, does the score on each 
of the Adjective Rating of God Scale's five subscales 
demonstrate a significant interaction between shame 
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(low, moderate, or high) and gender (male and female) 
among students? 
The results of the statistical analysis using a 
two-way (2X3) ANOVA revealed that there were no 
significant main effects for shame or gender on the 
concept of God (alpha level .05). Additionally, there 
was no statistically significant interaction effect 
between shame and gender on the concept of God (alpha 
level .05). 
A number of possible explanations for this study's 
lack of statistically significant results were set 
forth including the possibility of a weakness in the 
relatedness of the variables being measured and/or 
weaknesses within the overall design of this study. 
These included a lack of sufficiently sensitive 
instruments used to measure the independent and 
dependent variables (particularly the limited ability 
of the Gorsuch Adjective Rating of God Scale to assess 
the affective dimension of the concept of God) and a 
lack of variance within a highly homogeneous Christian 
sample. In addition, there was the potential presence 
of demand characteristics, response biases (e.g., 
social and/or religious desirability, and the halo 
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effect), cognitive dissonance, and defense mechanisms 
within the participants that were sampled. 
Based on the results of this study, 
recommendations for further research were made. These 
include the possibility of assessing and correcting for 
idealizing tendencies of the response styles previously 
mentioned by using a religious desirability indicator 
like the Validity God Image Scale (Gaultiere, 1989) for 
self-report measures of concept of God and shame. It 
also could include using a different instrument which 
would be more sensitive to measuring God concepts on an 
affective level, for example, the Emotional God Image 
Scale of the God Image Questionnaire developed by 
Gaultiere (1989), which has preliminary validity 
support. Other possibilities include using either the 
Emotional God Image Scale or the symbolic Image Scale 
of the God Image Questionnaire to further explore the 
impact of gender with respect to shame on the concept 
of God and using different populations which could 
potentially create more variance within the dependent 
and independent variables. 
This study was the first research effort in the 
investigation of the effect of shame and gender on the 
concept of God among Christian college-aged students. 
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It represents a step toward determining the effect of 
different levels of shame and gender on each of the 
five concept of God subscales of the Gorsuch Adjective 
Rating of God Scale that may be shown to exist, not 
only among Christian college-aged students, but also 
within different populations as well. Perhaps the most 
valuable contribution of this study was the development 
of a foundation regarding the effects of shame and 
gender on concept of God upon which future research can 
be built. It is hoped that the results of this 
research effort will facilitate the process of 
obtaining a better understanding of the distortions in 
the concept of God that individuals may develop as a 
result of the presence of shame in order to aid 
clinicians in the formulation of effective treatment. 
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Appendix A 
Internalized Shame Scale 
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Directions: Below is a list of statements describing 
feelings or experiences that you may have from time to 
time or that are familiar to you because you have had 
these feelings and experiences for a long time. These 
are all statements of feelings and experiences that are 
generally painful or negative in some way. Some people 
will seldom or never have had many of these feelings 
and experiences. Everyone has had some of these 
feelings at some time, but if you find that these 
statements describe the way you feel a good deal of the 
time, it can be painful just reading them. Try to be as 
honest as you can in responding. 
Read each statement carefully and mark the number in 
the space to the left of the item that indicates the 
frequency with which you find yourself feeling or 
experiencing what is described in the statement. Use 
the scale below. PLEASE DO NOT OMIT ANY ITEM. 
SCALE 
NEVER - 0 SELDOM - 1 SOMETIMES - 2 
FREQUENTLY - 3 ALMOST ALWAYS - 4 
1. I feel like I am never quite good enough. 
2. I feel somehow left out. 
3. I think that people look down on me. 
4. Compared to other people I feel like I somehow 
never measure up. 
5. I scold myself and put myself down. 
6. I feel insecure about others' opinions of me. 
7. I see myself as being very small and 
insignificant. 
8. I feel intensely inadequate and full of self-
doubt. 
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9. I feel as if I am somehow defective as a 
person, like there is something basically 
wrong with me. 
10. I have an overpowering fear that my faults will 
be revealed in front of others. 
11. I have this painful gap within me that I have 
not been able to fill. 
12. There are different parts of me that I try to 
keep secret from others. 
13. I feel empty and unfulfilled. 
14. When I compare myself to others I am just not 
as important. 
15. My loneliness is more like emptiness. 
16. I always feel like there is something missing. 
17. I really do not know who I am. 
18. I replay painful events over and over in my 
mind until I feel overwhelmed. 
19. At times I feel like I will break into a 
thousand pieces. 
20. I feel as if I have lost control over my body 
functions and my feelings. 
21. Sometimes I feel no bigger than a pea. 
22. At times I feel so exposed that I wish the 
earth would open up and swallow me. 
23. I become confused when my guilt is overwhelming 
because I am not sure why I feel guilty. 
24. I seem always to be either watching myself or 
watching others watch me. 
25. I see myself striving for perfection only to 
continually fall short. 
26. I think others are able to see my defects. 
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27. When bad things happen to me I feel like I 
deserve it. 
28. Watching other people feels dangerous to me, 
like I might be punished for that. 
29. I can't stand to have anyone look directly at 
me. 
30. It is difficult for me to accept a compliment. 
31. I could beat myself over the head with a club 
when I make a mistake. 
32. When I feel embarrassed, I wish I could go back 
in time and avoid that event. 
33. Suffering degradation and distress seems to 
fascinate and excite me. 
34. I feel dirty and messy like no one should ever 
touch me or they'll be dirty too. 
35. I would like to shrink away when I make a 
mistake. 
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Appendix B 
Adjective Rating of God Scale 
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Below are adjectives that many people use to describe 
God, they may or may not fit the concept of God which 
you hold. For every one of these words circle the 
number which best seems to describe God. 
1. The word does not describe "God". 
2. The word describes "God". 
3 • The word describes "God" particularly well. 
Avenging 1 2 3 Kind 1 2 3 
Blessed 1 2 3 Kingly 1 2 3 
Blunt 1 2 3 Loving 1 2 3 
Charitable 1 2 3 Majestic 1 2 3 
Comforting 1 2 3 Matchless 1 2 3 
Considerate 1 2 3 Merciful 1 2 3 
Creative 1 2 3 Omnipotent 1 2 3 
Critical 1 2 3 Omnipresent 1 2 3 
Cruel 1 2 3 Omniscient 1 2 3 
Damning 1 2 3 Patient 1 2 3 
Distant 1 2 3 Powerful 1 2 3 
Fair 1 2 3 Punishing 1 2 3 
Firm 1 2 3 Real 1 2 3 
Forgiving 1 2 3 Righteous 1 2 3 
Gentle 1 2 3 Severe 1 2 3 
Gracious 1 2 3 Sovereign 1 2 3 
Hard 1 2 3 Steadfast 1 2 3 
Impersonal 1 2 3 Stern 1 2 3 
Important 1 2 3 Strong 1 2 3 
Inaccessible 
Infinite 
Just 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
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True 
Mythical 
Wrathful 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
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Appendix c 
Demographic Questionnaire 
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Background Information 
Q-1 What is your gender? 
(Circle Number) 
1 Male 
2 Female 
Q-2 What is your present age as of your last 
birthday? 
YEARS 
Q-3 What level of college education are you in? 
(Circle Number) 
1 Freshman 
2 Sophomore 
3 Junior 
4 Senior 
Q-4 What is your current major? 
(WRITE IN) 
Q-5 Which of the following categories best describes 
your total income from all sources for 
last year? (Circle Number) 
1 LESS THAN $5,000 
2 $5,000 to $9,999 
3 $10,000 to $14,999 
4 $15,000 to $19,999 
5 $20,000 to $29,999 
6 $30,000 to $39,999 
7 $40,000 to $49,999 
8 OVER 50,000 
Q-6 Which of the following best describes your 
present status? (Circle Number) 
1 SINGLE 
2 MARRIED 
3 DIVORCED 
4 WIDOWED 
5 SEPARATED 
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Q-7 What is your religious affiliation? 
(Circle Number) 
1 QUAKER 
2 BAPTIST 
3 CATHOLIC 
4 ASSEMBLIES OF GOD 
5 FOURSQUARE 
6 FREE METHODIST 
7 PRESBYTERIAN 
8 NAZARENE 
9 NON-DENOMINATIONAL 
10 OTHER (WRITE IN) 
Q-8 How often do you attend any type of religious 
services? (Circle Number) 
1 ONE OR MORE TIMES PER WEEK 
2 TWO OR THREE TIMES A MONTH 
3 ABOUT ONCE A MONTH 
4 LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH 
5 VERY RARELY 
6 NOT AT ALL 
Q-9 How often do you have personal religious 
devotions? (e.g., Bible study or prayer time) 
1 ONCE A DAY 
2 FOUR TO SIX DAYS PER WEEK 
3 TWO TO THREE DAYS PER WEEK 
4 ONE DAY PER WEEK 
5 LESS THAN ONCE PER WEEK 
6 VERY RARELY 
7 NOT AT ALL 
Q-10 Which of the following statements best describes 
the bible as the source of your religious 
beliefs? (Circle Number) 
1 THE BIBLE IS GOD'S WORD AND IS TRUE 
2 IN ADDITION TO THE BIBLE, RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 
(SUCH AS SPEAKING IN TONGUES) IS ALSO 
IMPORTANT TO FAITH 
3 MAN HAS THE ABILITY TO JUDGE WHAT IS TRUE IN 
MATTERS OF RELIGION WITHOUT THE BIBLE 
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4 IN ADDITION TO THE BIBLE, THE POPE'S DECISIONS 
ARE ALSO IMPORTANT 
5 I DON'T KNOW 
(WRITE IN) 
Q-11 Which statement best describes your religious 
experience? (Circle Number) 
1 I RESPECT AND ATTEMPT TO FOLLOW THE MORAL AND 
ETHICAL TEACHINGS OF CHRIST 
2 I RECEIVED JESUS CHRIST INTO MY LIFE AS 
PERSONAL SAVIOR AND LORD 
3 I RECEIVED JESUS CHRIST INTO MY LIFE AS 
PERSONAL SAVIOR AND LORD AND ATTEMPT TO FOLLOW 
THE MORAL AND ETHICAL TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
4 NONE OF THE ABOVE 
Q-12 Would you like a summary of the results of this 
study? (Circle Number) 
1 YES 
2 NO 
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Appendix D 
Survey Questionnaire Cover Letter 
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February 13, 1992 
Dear Student, 
As a fellow student here at George Fox College I 
am conducting a research project. This project will 
hopefully prove to be very valuable in terms of 
understanding how emotions may be related to the way 
people think about God. 
You were part of a select group chosen to 
represent your school in this important research. 
Therefore, your personal participation is very 
important to the success of this project in terms of 
obtaining meaningful and accurate results. 
Please respond to all of the statements on the 
questionnaires. Your participation will not require 
much time and your responses will be kept strictly 
confidential. The questionnaire contains an 
identification number that is used to check your name 
off of the mailing list once the questionnaire has been 
returned. When all results are collected this list is 
destroyed in order to maintain confidentiality. 
I am very grateful for your time and willingness 
to participate in this important project. In return for 
your valuable help in making this project a success, I 
want to extend to you the opportunity to receive a 
summary of the results of this study once it is 
completed, simply check the box on the questionnaire. 
Please return the completed questionnaire through 
campus mail as soon as possible. Thank you again for 
your participation, I greatly appreciate your 
assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Chernizer 
Box # 933 
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Appendix E 
Follow-up Postcard 
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February 26, 1992 
Last week a questionnaire seeking your input on the 
relationship between emotions and concept of God was 
mailed to you. Your name was drawn in a random sample 
of students from George Fox College. 
If you have already completed and returned it please 
accept my sincere thanks. If not, please do so today. 
Because it has been sent to only a small, but 
representative, sample of individuals it is extremely 
important that your input also be included in the 
study. 
If by some chance you did not receive the 
questionnaire, or it got misplaced, please call me 
right now (233-0096), and I will get another one in the 
mail to you today. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Chernizer 
George Fox College Box 933 
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Appendix F 
Raw Data 
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Explanation of Raw Data 
Column 1-3: Case Number 
Column 4-5: Age 
Column 6: Education: 1 = Freshman 
2 = Sophomore 
3 Junior 
4 Senior 
Column 7: Income: 1 LESS THAN $5,000 
2 = $5,000 to $9,999 
3 $10,000 to $14,999 
4 $15,000 to $19,999 
5 = $20,000 to $29,999 
6 $30,000 to $39,999 
7 $40,000 to $49,999 
8 = OVER 50,000 
Column 8 : Status: 1 SINGLE 
2 MARRIED 
3 DIVORCED 
4 = WIDOWED 
5 = SEPARATED 
Column 9: Affiliation: 1 = QUAKER 
2 = BAPTIST 
3 CATHOLIC 
4 ASSEMBLIES OF GOD 
5 = FOURSQUARE 
6 = FREE METHODIST 
7 = PRESBYTERIAN 
8 NAZARENE 
9 = NON-DENOMINATIONAL 
0 OTHER 
Column 10: Attendance: 1 ONE OR MORE TIMES PER WEEK 
2 TWO OR THREE TIMES A MONTH 
3 = ABOUT ONCE A MONTH 
4 = LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH 
5 = VERY RARELY 
6 = NOT AT ALL 
Column 11: Devotions: 
Column 12: Bible: 
Column 13: Experience: 
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1 = ONCE A DAY 
2 = FOUR TO SIX DAYS PER WEEK 
3 = TWO TO THREE DAYS PER WEEK 
4 = ONE DAY PER WEEK 
5 = LESS THAN ONCE PER WEEK 
6 = VERY RARELY 
7 = NOT AT ALL 
1 = THE BIBLE IS GOD'S WORD 
AND IS TRUE 
2 = IN ADDITION TO THE BIBLE, 
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 
IS IMPORTANT TO FAITH 
3 = MAN HAS THE ABILITY TO 
JUDGE WHAT IS TRUE IN 
MATTERS OF RELIGION 
WITHOUT THE BIBLE 
4 IN ADDITION TO THE BIBLE, 
THE POPE'S DECISIONS 
ARE ALSO IMPORTANT 
5 I DON'T KNOW 
6 = OTHER 
1 = I RESPECT AND ATTEMPT TO 
FOLLOW THE MORAL AND 
ETHICAL TEACHINGS OF 
CHRIST 
2 = I RECEIVED JESUS CHRIST 
INTO MY LIFE AS PERSONAL 
SAVIOR AND LORD 
3 = I RECEIVED JESUS CHRIST 
INTO MY LIFE AS PERSONAL 
SAVIOR AND LORD AND 
ATTEMPT TO FOLLOW THE 
MORAL AND ETHICAL 
TEACHINGS OF JESUS 
4 = NONE OF THE ABOVE 
Column 14: Want Summary: 1 YES 
2 NO 
Column 15-57: COG: 1 = THE WORD DOES NOT DESCRIBE 
11 GOD 11 
2 = THE WORD DESCRIBES 11 GOD 11 
3 = THE WORD DESCRIBES 11 GOD 11 
PARTICULARLY WELL 
Column 58-91: Shame: 
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0 = NEVER 
1 = SELDOM 
2 SOMETIMES 
3 = FREQUENTLY 
4 ALMOST 
ALWAYS 
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Raw Data 
0011181115311311222222311122223121221222222222221223222 
22122122211011200100000000021000101000 
0022213111231312323333311133331131333333333333333333333 
33122122011000000000100000021000101000 
0032203111112312121111233311113313112111111111112113113 
11222212122001202011111000123200211002 
0042203229111312322333311122333131332223333222332331222 
23132324312121113111211212443302433011 
0052191110121311212322211122331131322323333333332331332 
33122212211110111111122221113210322112 
0062191210155311323332211123332131231333313222333332233 
33211010200002100021200000101000002000 
0072192117121313323333112133332131333333333333333332332 
33132211231110113002020120233200123003 
0081191114152311333333211133331131331333333333332331332 
33122113201110310100220122123300420000 
0092223421121311322323111132321131331222333333332331331 
33111012211000100000112100012210112002 
0102224114442313122213222222222222223222222222232222222 
22132444222231212111112124442214422142 
0111203219111312313323211123331131333333333333333331332 
33112102200010200000010000114011111000 
0122203110166312222223212223322232331222233333232232332 
33212212211021221221212100222101112001 
0132192117131312323331111121331131331333333333332331331 
33110001000000100000000000100100112001 
0142181119211311322322111122321121221223323222321321131 
23112111211110020212000011111000412001 
0152214110121322312323212112332121333323223333332332332 
33122223222112221222211102112100203000 
0161234320653411131311111111111331311111111131111311111 
13112200140002000000110300000100220000 
0172212213132113212222111123221121221222222222223221231 
22122121311111211013101011222100112001 
0181234113414112322222112132331131312323323332332331322 
33121100100110100000001100102203022002 
0192203119351311122333312133332131332333333333333332332 
33112212111121211221212101212111122101 
0202192219111312323333111133331131331333333333331331331 
33121122211010201000000000022201221001 
0211192112111321233333111133331131331333333333331331331 
33121213312113121141111111242200143012 
0221224210111111312323121123331121321323333333332331332 
33122133111032212110020121043200212013 
0232202119111313323233213233333131333232332333333333333 
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33124222242211123321131110202032403000 
0242204110111312222323111122331131321333333333332231331 
33132234223110203001321113033400444322 
0252181216161321212222111322221121221222212121223221223 
22112110111112321121222111111000101000 
0261224229121312333332311133333131333333333333331332331 
33122111112021101000010000111201112001 
0272212119242312312333111122331131332333333332332231322 
33132212233122121013232210233200111002 
0281181219131311323333212123331121322333323333232232332 
33232321301012311010010001211000010011 
0292203116111312322333212123331131332233332333332331333 
33132223313334132343422123434100033313 
0302224129111311333333111133331131331333333333332331332 
33102221200200000120200011302300204004 
0312192119111311323333111133332132332333333333333331331 
33121122100000000000110020000000000000 
0322484720111311323333111122332131331233333333331331331 
33122112211110101000101000002100000000 
0332234315131311323333211133331131331333333333331331332 
33122212110010210103001000122000232001 
0342213110131311313333111122332133331333333333332332332 
33121223102223220001211100312220213002 
0352203119522312223333211232332131321323333333332232332 
33143233224344423432212343444320321324 
0362181115132312323332311133333131332333333333332332333 
33132102142004421040010221343202244013 
0372224115121312312323212222322121322223332333232232332 
33232223211222221211211100133212233011 
0382202119231322323333211133331131332333333333331331332 
33132222222112111011122221213100112001 
0391191119111311313332112122331132232323313333333331331 
33121223210020101100000101120000313000 
0401213219132311313333311123322131332333333333332232333 
33121111201000100121000100100100100000 
0412181119121312333333211133332131332333333333332332333 
33121223222231211122221111333301232022 
0421224219261111223222111132221131231333333222331331332 
33300101100011210100100001111130022001 
0432214229131321312323111122321131321223332333231331332 
33133233422221222212321122133211233003 
0442203119221311222323211122322131322223222333332321221 
23112211200000210010010002322000001000 
0451223215111311323333221223322131332323333333333332332 
33222223223244432421122121122202223004 
0462191110131312322333111133332131332333333333332332331 
33112121200010100001110011212200112002 
0472181110111312223333111133322131333333333333333332333 
Effect of Shame - 136 
33222212321121211101221122221001212101 
0482181118132311323333111233332131332333333323332332333 
33122213222011101000210103132100031003 
0492252524241311233333111122331131332333333333332332322 
33121102200000000001000000000000000000 
0501191112111312222223111133322131332333333333332332331 
33103011111211222321111000122100004002 
0512192121212312213333111133331131332333323333331331332 
33224321212000200200110011133200211003 
0521213112574213221112211222112123222222333333322322322 
22232332423343420124443242444033434004 
0532213219251311333333311133333131331333333333232332333 
33122122111122321112331010223103332001 
0542203114121311233233211133331132332333333333233332333 
33122112212101202112221111122200112002 
0551283624231311333333111233331131333333333333332332333 
33110111210000100000000000011100100000 
0562213110111311212323111133331131331323333333331331232 
33132243200010100123333232333202424012 
0571192116111312333333111113311131333333313333333331331 
33111012121000000000000001011000000000 
0581433259121322313333112122331131332333333333332331331 
33122123222211221011102000011200122001 
0592181112551311323333111133331131333333333333332332333 
33221232101222430122111100101000011001 
0602223217675111313223211122331131321333323231232111111 
33121100100012111000120000010000001000 
0612181114261212333333312133332232232333333222333332223 
33331112201010201100120001111100004000 
0622181110211311233333111133332131332333333333332331333 
33112213210000101000210000142100234001 
0631214114132311122323111132331131331333333333332331332 
33123112111000011111100000132201221001 
0641211219153111312232111132332121213323213222313231111 
23221112102122322333223221313123323213 
0651214111126312222323111232322131232233332233322331231 
33122231203312113213112001123200112003 
0661191115112311322323111133331121332333333333331331332 
32121122012000111110100011021101222002 
0671364529111311323333111133331131331333333323332331331 
33132122212100202010000010132200234002 
0682213112221311323333112133331131331333333333332331331 
33132243433211214223311232034201402013 
0692394220135321312333111122331131321323323222331331331 
23134322123224433334242221033100300000 
0701191219222312323333212122332131332323333333332332332 
33121022321111210011112211212210322211 
0711213110111312313333211122331131332333333333332332331 
Effect of Shame - 137 
33123112221121211111120202133100223012 
0722192111141311312333111132331131332323333333331331332 
33132222201000310000220000023200202002 
0732202110111311323332211133331133331333332333332332332 
33122222322121001000110110001001102001 
0741213119126311222222211122222121222222222222222222222 
22212112221112211111111111112211112111 
0751191112211311322323211113332131333333323333332332332 
33111000101100100000110010012000222001 
0761203111161321323333212133332131331323333333331331333 
33121222100011112011310011122210021001 
0771224111131311323333112133331131332333333333332331331 
33131122221021300111210100231000202001 
0782214119111312322323211132331131332333333333232332332 
33122112321101001101010100123300101001 
0792203119121312332313111133321121322222222333332221332 
23122111211111211112100000122201102000 
0801214220641321333333311133332131332333333222333333333 
33133332223232232222333232333220013221 
0812181119161311323333211133333131231333333333331331333 
33143344433424443442334222243223323003 
0821202112511211323333212133332131331333333333331331332 
33132132112212211221211101011102112001 
0831223117526221323333212233333132331313132233231331221 
33131123320021301002000201311200111000 
0842191112161311323333111132331131331333333333331331332 
33232232422210212210212102213320222002 
0851203112151323111333113113333131333333333333333331331 
33142112311000021111121100134311121100 
0862203118121312222333211133332131332313333333332332332 
33132231313110100112200002132200312100 
0871203111131311333333211233331131332333333333332333332 
33121122211132321111111111113211212113 
0882254219121311313333111123332121211333313333332332233 
33221000100000010100100000010000102000 
0892214114131312332223212133332131332333333333332232333 
33131113121011121012001100212100312001 
0901204219211312322333213133332131332333333333332332332 
33121113111111111112111111111111111111 
0911384420461321322323211122221121332323322333322221332 
32200001100001101110110010000100010000 
0921213112121311212331211122321121221223313232332231232 
33111000001010100000200010021000102001 
0932224119111311321333311133331131332333333333332331331 
33121113113022110000211012132100433001 
0942213212211312213323122133333131332333333333332331332 
33142343414221234344302023244201344004 
0952181110121211313322111233331131331233333333331331331 
Effect of Shame - 138 
33112111111010101001100100101100111001 
0961214219121311333333111112332131332333333232331331323 
33122111210021312010010012123100313001 
0972224512241312213323112123331131322333323222332221222 
23112001100000100000001000012100302001 
0981224219231212212221111332221131223232232223223223231 
32322112110223321221310112111310201000 
0991212210561121211233211222332121232233322222231232222 
33222223212112022132212003221000202002 
1002214211122311221313111122331131332223323333331331331 
33121113100013310021301002031100433022 
1011223119111311323333111133331131331333333333333331333 
33121122111100100000110001442000321200 
1022193219121311311213112112322131322233322333232332322 
33122112221000302101010000222100212001 
1031181210561311333333111133331131331333333333333331333 
33122112221010301320000000031200313000 
1041191119131211222323111132331131331333333333332331332 
33131223122220012102101201232200413002 
1051203135111312333333311112333131332333333333331333333 
33101113211010100000110001022200211001 
1062202210121312312331111122331131332333313333332331332 
33112110100010111001010010001100112001 
1072214412111312333333211133332131331333333333333332332 
33111002100010210000100002010200101001 
1082192112112312222323211132331131231233233222332322232 
23112122120001111202211000212101212101 
1091181114162312322331211133333131332333333333332332332 
33140212221011210010101000221100112001 
1102202119135312222333211222331131322233332222333233322 
22222323211112421322211112233211104014 
1112191119111311223332111122331131332333333333331331332 
33133232221131312001110010043200412012 
1121213319121311321333112133331131331333333333332332331 
33121112100010110101000001031200121101 
1132203112111221213333112222331121231333323322332332322 
23131232321122412223221022313110312002 
1141202419111312322223111122322131321232333333232231332 
33121112111110201110001001011000102002 
1151211214131311333332112133333131232323313231333332333 
33121122222120211112312112111211212000 
1161213210236312312323112132332131331233222332331331332 
33121100230001100001010000101200002000 
1171232216131311233222213322222121223222222222223223223 
22133233333232323322222222223312223112 
1181191119111312313333211132331131232333333333332331332 
33131223121111322110101111111221243012 
1192222119121312322323112123331131322323323333332231332 
Effect of Shame - 139 
32122011210002210111012102020000011002 
1202192111121313313323111133331131333333333333332331333 
33312112132001000000001000013100100000 
1212181117561211223322111222322232222223233333332322222 
33133322423233422224223221134211224004 
1222224119462313212222311122223121223222222222222223222 
22121111111210101001221011011100112002 
1232224119121311222323111122321131332223333333332331333 
33123212321121201211322213131100211001 
1242214210471111323333212133332131122333333222332332333 
33312111010020220010001001111111120002 
1252181113223321323333212133333131333333333333333332233 
33222112210020011012121110221100002002 
1262181110121311212222111123221121221232222222223221223 
22122121110020201000111100222200213002 
1272192110111311323333111122331121331333333333331221322 
22122222211122310121200002212112201001 
1282181111131312222222313122221121223222222222223221223 
22321111112111110112010100132000111001 
1291181117131211213322111122321131222323312332222231222 
23233222343132424122131342334122134114 
1301223112111311323333111131331131331333333333331331332 
33132243243223232221342232114311224112 
1312181115112311313333111122331131331333333333332331331 
33121122301010202000110021221100412001 
1322181116111312313333111133331131332333333333332331331 
33112212111010101000010110041000241001 
1332224229461212323333312133331131332333333333332331331 
33122111011011210122200010022100101001 
1342224129111312333333211133331131332333333333332332332 
33121011200000000000000000001000200000 
1351213219251311313333211232331131333333333333332331332 
33222122133332221221110312134101213002 
1362214112112311323323212133332131332333323333332332332 
33121111100010110110020002102010211100 
1371224525111311323333211133331131331333323333331331332 
33111102000000000000100000010200211000 
1382181119132311322313212113322131332233333333332333332 
33103114321000310222232010342000331100 
1392181119111311212222111122221121221222222222221221221 
22122112100010201000121110012101223002 
1402181136115322313333211122332131122333311122332332311 
33133432421112222112032123432324324001 
1412203419111312233333111133333131331333313333333331333 
33342214022410220200234211122200442021 
1422201119113411323221111122321121221313113222321121121 
22223113111032421331310111402201223101 
1432214119331311223333112132322131331223333333332331232 
Effect of Shame - 140 
33122111110000000000100010003000102001 
1441181111131312211323111133331131332333333333332332333 
33131212200001100000000000032000010000 
1452213212131312313332211122331131222233322333321321222 
22112112211111210011000000112100211101 
1461202219262312323333212132331131332333333333332332332 
23132333424210002002222123333102222002 
1472202112121312333333311133333131332333333333332333333 
33122112312111311222433123012300433112 
1482203119142311213322211122222121222232212222223221222 
22211111010111101010100001011100011001 
1491191219121313223333112133331131332333333333333332332 
33112111210010000000000000012110133100 
1502201119121312222333112123331131332333333333332332332 
33122012222220211100100010022100333003 
1512181112112312232222311121222121221222222333221221222 
22121223312330111100213132213200024003 
1522202210121312222222111122322121331333323333332231332 
33122222222111211111222111112200111112 
1531192191111113223332121333321313333333333333333333333 
33311011100011100111211111112311112012 
1542214118111321223333211133332131331333333333332331332 
33131123100220010000122000042100132001 
1552181121213132122222133222221212232222222222222232222 
22111121110000110000021100004100101001 
1562203112451311212222111122221121221222222222222222221 
22122111111001111011100002200000101000 
1572192115121311323333211133331131331333333333332331332 
33121021321000010010000000012100203000 
1581293319111311313333111112331121331333333333332332333 
33111111111110000111100011111100002101 
1592191111122311323333111133332131221333323222332332332 
33111112100000001000211101102201400011 
1601191114112311232222311122221121223222222222223221223 
22101103000010200003010111122100321001 
1612181119111311332332111133331131331333313333331331332 
33132122232111112111100110101101112001 
1621203219261211222222211133322131322233222333231331222 
23121011211012210101111112222111212011 
1631203219231312223222332133333131333333333333232233323 
33234442444324444442342431444034334014 
1642182115331313333233111133333131233322232333323223323 
22123321211222322321331223223211223002 
1652214319131312313323112132331131332333333333333331332 
33122212322013321214343221233100213001 
1662273111121311323333111133333131331323223333331331332 
33322222212130212221200001133300201000 
1671214215121311223333211133331131332333333333331331332 
Effect of Shame - 141 
33311110111000000001001100102110212001 
1681181110561313223223312332323221322222232333332233333 
33142324343400212001110100323100400000 
1692192119121311212222311122221121223222222222223223223 
22123122211030302100120110104210134003 
1702214110111313322333212133332131333333333333333332332 
33122112212111221222120111123110222002 
1711192219331311211333111132331131332233333333332221332 
33121002200110100000220010000200203001 
1722191610121213323333311112332133331333333333332332332 
33221101111100001110121000101110221021 
1732212111111313323333111133331131332333333333332332331 
33121022201010000001000000132110302001 
1741224322131312332323212133331131332333333333332332332 
33211001000000010010000000110000112001 
1752204211122312213332111222332131321323333232332231231 
33231112221022131330122100032102313013 
1761213310561411313333111132331232222333322222332232222 
33233223423333221223442211231211222112 
1771192119131312223323111122322131332333333333332332333 
33122112110010201000000100113000322001 
1782203119111312312322112133331121332233333333332231331 
22143233323241222110420220133411434003 
1792181119111312313333211133332132333333333333332332333 
33323223322233221321323222223122233023 
1802213219111321333333311133331131331333333333333331332 
33122221221121312111210111122000212001 
1811202315211311223333212123332131331333333333332331333 
33121122110010201001012101201200343204 
1822224214111312323333212233331131332323323333332331332 
33121112200000211000120201013200211001 
1831203112111311323333211133332131332333333232333332333 
33112221211010100110110100323101103001 
1841202119121312223333112133331131332333333333332332332 
33122113221000001201000110020200123000 
1851191112161311212332211133332131331323213332233231322 
33122211210022323321000000112100113001 
1862201219111311313333111133331121331333323333331331331 
33123121221211311113211012331203313102 
1871213111112312313333311133333131333333333333333333333 
33122213212000121000110000132200112001 
1882203112121312313323111133332131332333333333332332333 
33122121211010211000220111331001222002 
1891202110121321223321211122332131331223223333231332222 
23121110000000100000010000112100011000 
1902214219463313323332111122331131221333333333332332221 
33111112100000000001101001212110002000 
1912213119122311223333111132331131331323333333331332332 
Effect of Shame - 142 
33133223212110120110110012223100221002 
1921362329111313333333222133332131333333333333333332332 
33123203212010404012120002243120213000 
1932203118111312313333112133331131332333333333333331331 
33122132111000002000000000021000212002 
1942224112111311322333112133331131332333333333332331331 
33122122202000211100210110121000212002 
1952193112121313333333212233331131333333333333333332333 
33111112210121211110110000112200122002 
1962214111131312123333311133331131331333333333332331332 
33122111301000011001201002203101302000 
1972203112111311313332111122331131332333313332331331332 
33122212200000201002000001032000220002 
1982242319141312213313112132321131332233333333231331331 
33121122310021321111111110322100102002 
1992202110141312222322222112322131333323333333332332333 
33222323321111221211101000112001113102 
2001274219111211313323111132331121331233313333231331331 
23100000000000000000000000100002111101 
2012192216111311312333211132331131331333333333332332331 
33113112211100001000000000012000202001 
2022202312131311312322111121331121121323312111331332331 
33122221222221221211110101122110011000 
2031213215361121222222111122222121222222222222222221222 
22121112222122331312111111311312313112 
2042213219121312333313211133332131332333333333332332331 
33132013101010200010211010132000323001 
2051192211131311222222211222222121322222222333222221332 
22122111001101111110010000133210211101 
2062234119221311323333112123333131333333333333333333333 
33143343333342423121311123343202423002 
2071214214111311322323111112331131332333333333332232333 
33123022223322421233210121323001443202 
2081224110121311222222211122221121221222222222221221221 
22100000000000000010000001103200100000 
2091213214121311323333211133331131332333333333332332333 
33233222213121411230001000111211202001 
2102224111161313313333111123322132331232332333232331322 
22222222222243333343122222222213213123 
2111342210321313333333111233331131331333333333331333333 
33123100022032200330000000343020044002 
2121201510111311212333111111331131331333333333332332331 
33111111211111211111111001113201112002 
2132181111221311213332111133331131332333333333333332332 
33210111100000101000000000111000212000 
2142181119131312313333212133331131333333333332333332332 
33112223321110201001010111213100012001 
2152191119471411213222111122221131222223312132332331121 
Effect of Shame - 143 
33121213411000200000100100102001101000 
2161191112151312222222211122222122222222222222222222122 
22222113031214424321033231031100212001 
2172213111141311132313111123331131331133333333331331333 
33111112101010210101200023111000212001 
2182503840116121212333111121331131331333333333331321231 
23111101210000000121100100023000004001 
2192181112111311313323111122331131331333333333332321221 
22112113211010101100020100111200322001 
2201202112131311332333321133332131333333333333333332333 
33311212122110111110111101011200222002 
2211203110673422322222222222222222222222222222222222222 
22211100100010200000000000002200001000 
2222181111112311312332111121331131331323333333332231331 
23122322411112211111121112112211112112 
2232232515142311222222111121222131322232322333232231322 
22112111110012421220122020322000001000 
2241192215121112212222211222222131232223223222222231221 
23122311100000210001111111111111111111 
2251212216111312122222212122221121222222222222222221222 
22122111222012112221332111101100112002 
2261332629121312113333311133332131333333333333332333333 
33132113222010301000220001122200012001 
2271192119155212222213111122313131322212332333232332333 
33122122123011321022322231220000200001 
2281202111231311322323211122331131331333333333331331332 
33122222321111211011100000122101112101 
2292204119141113323221223222213121211211222222123223222 
22143433233321214221010003322300001000 
2301181115322311222222111122222121221222222222222221222 
22122211012112121010010101203210411101 
2311202211131312223333211132331131332313313333332332332 
33211110110111111111000001111201111111 
2322253119111312222323211122331121322223223333331321221 
33211111100000000000100000000000110010 
2331203119161311323333111133331131332333333333332332332 
33133333233333314321322332313310422002 
2341214119111312333323212222322131332333333333333333332 
33211010110000110111111111110001101111 
2352232212551311313333111233331131333333333333333331332 
33112202001011310111101011111200101002 
2362202119111322232222311133331121331333323333332222231 
33122322222224302010400104121400004000 
2371242114112312333333111122331111332333333333332332332 
33120123001000210000310023131000222111 
2381214115121311323322111122331131331233333333332331332 
33132131100132422322113112110100111010 
2392202214121311322212212122222121223222222222222222222 
Effect of Shame - 144 
22131113211020100101020220332100124002 
2402213219131311312333111233331331331233333333232231331 
33133221111024421211120000001001201001 
2412181812121312122311121123332111333333313333333331332 
33133332421110013101331211322101024003 
2421181118111312213323212133322131331233333333332331332 
33111210200020100000000000112100222000 
2431203111122311122323211122311131231223222222331331222 
23322121311021310003122000212111202001 
2441192219361312222222112122222221222222222222222222222 
22212201100000100000001100102100201200 
2451212115112212312332111223331231231233223211231331221 
33120211000010100000100001000200003000 
2461322221111312323333311122333131322333333333332332331 
33110010130000100001111000001100101000 
2471203110341311313333112133331131331333333333332331333 
33110002210000000000100000212300212000 
2482181118121311323333211133331131332323333333332331332 
33111023101011012111112102211200222011 
2492191115561211312323211211331231333333333333333333332 
23122113231014232221121001112200234000 
2501181115112311323323212133333131322333333333333332331 
33122011200020100100100000111000202000 
2511191212111311322333211122331131131333333222333333321 
33111000100000100000100000010000001010 
2522192110141312323323112123332131333333333333222232333 
33121122222330300002221021222200213111 
2531191111241311213333312233332232333223333233333332333 
33334121322121121221000000120100011110 
2541181112221311323333111233331131331333331223332331312 
33131111201011211012210211122300213101 
2551212113142311232222111123221321223222212233221221231 
22111220303324213420021001322210033004 
2561191117121311213323111133322131331323233333331332333 
33121101101001020121000000012000201000 
2572181119111311213222111122221121222222222222221221221 
22133123321443142333231343233000423001 
2582203211161313212222311122221121223232222222223321221 
22112121200132411110021001131100203000 
2592213218111312323333112123331131331333333333332332332 
33122112201010210100111000113000212001 
2602201110116312313333211122331121232333323322332331121 
33322112212123221221221011012101211101 
2612202119111311223323111133331131331333333333332331332 
33133234434344444442233332433312324014 
2621202219111311332222111123221121221232212221221221221 
22122213200010101100000110110000123000 
2631181211141311233222311122222121222222222222223222222 
Effect of Shame - 145 
22121101200000200010000000122200002001 
2641203116111312333313211133332131332333333333332332331 
33112100110010100000100000001100102000 
2652224114112312323333212133321131332333333333332332332 
33133123323323332333221111332212322122 
2662203111573411322222222311212322323111111222232122212 
31311110111122420211311112222001214232 
2672192111131312313333111123331131221333333333332331333 
33132132320011312210022121212200022002 
2681203119256311313333111233332131331313333333331233333 
33122222122010300002000004204400420000 
2692192319562211313332211133332131331333323333332231332 
23111112120111410102300021121100011002 
2702192511122311323333212133331131332333333333333332332 
33111112100000000001121001021100002112 
2711181211161311322333212133331131331323323333332231331 
23122121000000122120000110232110211001 
2721181110151212313323112133333131333333333333332332232 
33131024112003220120000004231000013002 
2732181119241311212222111122331131331333333333331331332 
33132223322123232322332223223212232101 
2742192212211311222222111133221121231233322222231331221 
33112000100100010111201112031101211001 
2752192111111311113222211122311131231223223222231222222 
33121002211200010212121110133311233102 
2761192118573412332223212223321123332233212222332122222 
31234221020021321010000032320300341312 
2772203112131312223333111133331131331333333333333333333 
33132121100010400000011000011100204104 
2782234421131312223323212133332131333333333333331332332 
33222211211011131312101000011101101010 
2791213111131311322333111133332131332323333333331331331 
33112012100000100100200000111000011000 
2801203217151311223323111212331132311323333333331331332 
33222211231000210101000100112101211200 
2812201117251211223322112132331132321333323222232331331 
33122223212222222222222222222210214212 
2822264119351311213333111132331131232333333222332332331 
33144244122112222232120110011200320101 
2831214522131312333333212223332131332333333333333332333 
33121112101001211010000000012100000001 
2841191111161311323331111323311313313333333333323313323 
31111222221321311110121001123210022001 
2852264112131311223323112122321121332223333333332331332 
22122122301010200001101022311000102000 
2861214219466312223333322222322232222222222222232222222 
32222212211011221113011112111212001201 
2871263221151321313333111132331131331333333333331331331 
Effect of Shame - 146 
33140122121120110000200100002200002000 
2881223218231312321323111133332131332333333333333332333 
33121112310000200101100000012100101000 
2891252130456311223333111113332131331333333333331331331 
33112000211010200000000010311000001000 
2901181110121311212333111132331132231223323323232331332 
23112211000001111111110000001000111202 
2911203115142311323333111133332131333333333333333333333 
33111000100000100000010100111000001000 
2921213112111312313333211122331131222333333333332332331 
33122221312130312111321111222100234012 
2932241319211312222333112133333131332333333332333331332 
33122022010000000001220001023000311001 
2941224121131312212223211122321121232323333333232331332 
22121212211001111011211101121100111001 
2952214119121311313333111133333131331333333333331332333 
33132233422122223212112121233212423002 
2961202215121313323333112133331131332333333333333333333 
33111100100000200000010002012101200100 
2971181119131311312333111122331131332333333333333333333 
33112121211001101000000000111200201000 
2981252218161313123311322233112212112111113111313113333 
11200000000000400000000000000000100000 
2991191119111211323333211133331131331333333333331231331 
33121111200000100000000000002000202000 
3002191119111311213333111133333131333333333333333332333 
33122221321211212000100002333101022000 
3011223317176111311211111111221111311333333333331311111 
11120001000000000000010000111000000000 
3021214212612113133331111232331131221333323222331231231 
33133222211132221331221222222101013102 
3032202119561311212323211122331121222223233333322221222 
22144244433421414211433241244400334024 
3041214217411311312323211122331121221323333333331332332 
33200000000210000002000010000010000010 
3051224425126322312313111122322131332333323333332332332 
33112111041010000100100000024100023000 
3061191110112312322333111123331131333333333333332332332 
33121102101111020111112111112200012000 
3072213112221311312323311133331131332233323333331331322 
33123111220000202020202002031000204002 
3081231319111312323323111123331131333323333222331333333 
33110012100000000000110100013000110000 
3092191111141311323333211133331131332333333333332331332 
33122112211111112100010111232101013003 
3101244325311322223323111123331111332223333333332332332 
33122222211011112001121000122000213000 
3111192112125322212322111222322221222323333322332232322 
Effect of Shame - 147 
32142122211112422123311011242200221102 
3122224418112323322332211123333131323333333333332331332 
33143234234411224121232133141301444004 
